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The Rosie Effect..October 2014 New Releases

Book 
News

robinsons bookshop
Frankston        Chadstone         Greensborough        City

tel: 03 9783 6488   fax: 03 9781 1139
enquiries@robinsonsbooks.com.au      www.robinsonsbooks.com.au 

Victoria’s Oldest General Independent Bookshop
Voted Victoria’s Favourite Bookshop

DADS LOVE BOOKS & DVDS

Australian themed 2015 Calendars & Diaries PLUS Christmas titles now arriving in time to mail overseas for Christmas

Events
OCTOBER
3rd  Lenny Hayes - Emporium Melbourne store 1pm
3rd Graeme Simsion - Chadstone store  6pm
4th Lenny Hayes - Frankston store 2pm
4th  Graeme Simsion - Emporium store 3pm

NOVEMBER
12th  Matthew Reilly - Frankston Arts Centre 7-8pm
24th Robin Hobb - Chadstone store 1pm

DECEMBER
2nd  Thomas Keneally - Frankston Arts Centre 7-8pm

Beautiful new leatherbound classics...



   News
On September 17 Batman made a guest appearance at Graus 
Comix and Robinsons Bookshop Chadstone.  It was a great 
opportunity for fans to take photos and wish him a happy 75th 
birthday!
During September many schools visited our stores to select 
school prize books.  This month we are re-launching our 
Einstein Project initiative for schools.  As part of the program 
schools can receive points to put towards books for their librar-

ies, teachers can receive a 10% discount on books and students can have discounts 
and early access to prescribed novels and plays on their 2015 book lists.  If you 
wish for your school to be involved please contact Robinsons on 9783 6488 (follow 
prompts to schools) or send an email to schools@robinsonsbooks.com.au
We have lined up several authors for signings and talks in our stores in the lead up 
to Christmas.  To stay in touch with what’s going on - like us on facebook and you 
will be notified of upcoming events.  Alternatively, you can keep an eye on the events 
page on our website.
Our October catalogue is filled with amazing new releases.  There seems to be 
something for everyone out this month - and kids in particular will be happy with a 
new Percy Jackson book hitting the shelves.
Our bookshop Café in Frankston has a new Chef - Jenifer and has undergone a little 
remodelling! We have installed a wonderful new positive attitude towards local pro-
duce and created a new area to prepare more treats and meals in store.  The smell of 
Donna Hay chop chip cookies baking and wafting through the store is very enticing.  
You need to be very strong to resist.  Our coffee is as always fantastic and satisfying, 
sourced from a local Peninsula Coffee House and created by a dedicated Barista and 
her specially trained staff.  We are looking forward to welcoming you.

And for now GOOD READING!

Robinson’s offers 20% discount on School Prize books

Robinson’s supports schools in awarding outstanding books to 
exceptional young people in our community.   

Our specialists can assist your school to select appropriate books 
or arrange for students to visit the store and select their own books

Exciting Upcoming Events
WEDNESDAY, 12 NOVEMBER 2014  7 TO 8 PM        

Matthew Reilly 
Frankston Arts Centre 

(NEW DATE) TUESDAY, 2 DECEMBER 2014  7 TO 8 PM        
Thomas Keneally 
Frankston Arts Centre

 BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL: book online at www.wheelercentre.com

ROBINSONS BOOKSHOP OFFERS LOCAL SCHOOLS 
REWARDS THROUGH EINSTEIN PROJECT

Schools benefit with discounts on books and loyalty points 
accrued by the school community

Students benefit with discounts & early access to prescribed school texts

Teachers benefit with discounts on books

Sign up your 
school today

Phone 03 9783 6488 
or email schools@robinsonsbooks.com.au

Special Signing 
Events

LENNY HAYES
Lenny Hayes, retiring St Kilda legend will be signing 

his biography. in store at Robinsons Bookshop

EMPORIUM STORE 
3rd October @ 1pm

FRANKSTON STORE
4th October @ 2pm

We will endeavour to have signed copies available for our 
customers after the event in case you missed out 

NEW DR. WHO 

Special Signing 
Events

GRAEME SIMSION
If you loved the Rosie Project - you need to read The 
Rosie Effect.  Meet Graeme in store on these dates 

CHADSTONE STORE 
3rd October @ 6pm

EMPORIUM STORE
4th October @ 3pm

We will endeavour to have signed copies available for our 
customers after the event in case you missed out 

Special EventROBIN HOBB
Meet this legend of the fantasy genre at Robinsons 

Bookshop Chadstone

CHADSTONE STORE 
24th November @ 1pm

We will endeavour to have signed copies available for our 
customers after the event in case you missed out 

THE ROSIE EFFECT
Graeme Simsion
GREETINGS. My name is Don Tillman. I am forty-one years 
old. I have been married to Rosie Jarman, world’s most perfect 
woman, for ten months and ten days.
Marriage added significant complexity to my life. When we 
relocated to New York City, Rosie brought three maximum-size 
suitcases. We abandoned the Standardised Meal System and 
agreed that sex should not be scheduled in advance.
Then Rosie told me we had ‘something to celebrate’, and I was 

faced with a challenge even greater than finding a partner.
I have attempted to follow traditional protocols and have sourced advice from all six of 
my friends, plus a therapist and the internet.
The result has been a web of deceit. I am now in danger of prosecution, deportation 
and professional disgrace. 
And of losing Rosie forever.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Graeme Simsion worked as a computer operator, 
programmer and database specialist before founding a 
consulting business in 1982. By the time he sold Simsion 
Bowles & Associates in 1999, it had grown to some seventy 
staff in three cities. Graeme had built an international reputation 

in data management and written the standard text on data modelling. Until the success 
of The Rosie Project enabled him to concentrate on his writing, he continued to deliver 
seminars around the world. The Rosie Project, won the Australian Writers Guild / 
Inscription Award for Best Romantic Comedy Script in 2010. While waiting for The 
Rosie Project to be produced, he turned it into a novel which in June 2012 won the 
Victorian Premier’s award for an unpublished fiction manuscript. The Rosie Effect is 
his second novel.

October Book of The Month



MY NAME IS BOB
James Bowen
This is the children’s picture story version of Bob’s life before he 
met James. Beautifully illustrated, this touching story details Bob’s 
life on the street, how he met James and the beginning of their 
friendship. This book is an imagined story of what Bob’s life was 

like prior to meeting James. It is a wonderful story, raising awareness of the issue of 
homelessness and how it doesn’t just apply to people- animals can become homeless 
too. Beautiful and evocative, this heartwarming picture story book is a must for cat 
lovers, kids and adults alike, or anyone who has fallen in love with the story of James 
and his street cat Bob.

Laura.
BEST OF ME
Nicholas Sparks
You never forget your first love. This is the underlying message 
throughout Nicholas Sparks’ novel, The Best of Me. The story 
centers on Dawson Cole, a young boy from the wrong side of 
the tracks and Amanda Collier, a young woman from a wealthy 
prestigious family. The two are high school sweethearts whose 
very different lives pull them in different directions. Years later the 

two are reunited over the death of an old friend, Amanda is now married with children, 
and Dawson has been living a solitary life working on the oilrigs. What ensues is a 
captivating story, one of memories, family and ultimately love. The novel employs one 
of Sparks’ favored forms of narration, as the story is told from several different points 
of view throughout, which allows the reader to become intimately acquainted with 
the characters. Nicholas Sparks writes characters that you just fall in love with, and 
Dawson Cole is no exception. The novel itself was well-paced, with enough drama 
and intrigue to keep me guessing until the final chapter. I loved this book and would 
highly recommend reading it before it hits cinemas at the end of October.

Laura. 

HELLO FROM THE GILLESPIES
Monica McInerney
Hello From The Gillespies is the 10th full-length novel by 
Australian author, Monica McInerney. The annual Christmas 
Letter: who hasn’t ever received one (or perhaps sent one 
themselves)? Angela Gillespie has been religiously sending one 
out every December 1st for 33 years. She regards her Christmas 

Letters as Historical Documents. Instead of the usual upbeat letter, this year Angela 
accidentally sends out the wrong version of her letter this year to one hundred email 
recipients - it is a searingly honest account of her families troubled year.  It is a letter 
that details the state of disarray of the lives of her four children, her worries about her 
husband and her doubts about her marriage, her opinion of her husband’s aunt, her 
frustrated pottery ambitions, her thoughts on the life she might have led.
Fans of McInerney’s work know that stories about families are her strength; they will 
once again be delighted with this entertaining and heart-warming tale.

Susanne. 

THE HAWLEY BOOK OF THE DEAD
Chrysler Szarlan
Revelation “Reve” Dyer and her husband are world-famous Las 
Vegas illusionists. They have three lovely young daughters, a 
beautiful home, and what seems like a charmed life. But Reve’s 
world is shattered when her husband is murdered. Fearing for her 
daughters’ lives, Reve flees with them to the place she has always 
felt safest, where the magic of her ancestors reigns. Delving 

into the past for answers, Reve is drawn deeper into her family’s legends. What she 
discovers is The Hawley Book of the Dead. As she pieces together the truth behind 
the book, Reve will have to shield herself and her daughters against an uncertain, 
increasingly dangerous fate.
What an amazing, spectacular, spellbinding story! It gripped me from the moment 
I picked it up. Chrysler Szarlan has got some mad skills with world building and 
character development, a startling fact considering this is her debut novel. I found 
myself lost in the story for hours on end, difficult to put down. 

Talisha.

WE WERE LIARS
E. Lockhart
They are the perfect family.  The Sinclairs’ have the perfect 
house, the perfect image, the perfect lives, until one day when 
everything comes tumbling down, shattering their grand lives 
forever.  A novel so clever and cunning, you feel like a mem-
ber of their family, struggling with the unbelievable repercus-
sions of one simple act gone terribly wrong. ‘We Were Liars’ 

is like a ticking time bomb.  You know something shocking is going to happen, you 
just don’t know when. The young and fractured characters come to life page-
by-page, and you feel the anguish and despair that the protagonist, Cadence is 
experiencing. This is one of the best young adult fiction novels I’ve read in quite 
some time. It is modern, fresh, and suspenseful.  Add it to your bookshelf now.

 Sarah.

DRESS, MEMORY
Lorelei Vashti
I remember Lorelei Vashti speaking at one of my university 
lectures early last year. She was talking about her upcoming 
debut novel ‘Dress, Memory’, a memoir of her twenties 
in dresses. Lorelei explained to my cohort that she was 
obsessed with her vintage dress collection and had decided 
to begin a blog (Dress, Memory.com) where she paired her 

dresses with an experience she had had while wearing them. The blog had been 
incredibly successful and so Lorelei had reworked some of her ‘dress memories’ 
for publication with the end result being a memoir of ‘a decade in dresses’. As a 
woman also in her early twenties with a shared vintage dress obsession, Vashti’s 
book intrigued me from the start. I was delighted when I finally saw it two weeks 
ago; a bubblegum pink cover, Lorelei on the front in a classic 1940’s dress and 
shoes. I’m sure that the cover alone will attract a lot of readers. 

This book did not disappoint. Vashti’s memoir and decade in dresses, is similar 
to the trajectory of current Australian women, traveling through their twenties. 
We see Vashti’s experiences at university, her first loves, her career flourish 
and then unravel—then flourish again, her travels overseas and searches for 
meaning-- but most importantly her realization that life doesn’t always turn out the 
way you thought it would. I was slightly disappointed in the way Dress, Memory 
ended. I felt unsatisfied, even as Vashti illustrated herself at her thirtieth birthday 
party, wearing a gorgeous new vintage dress, full of promise and optimism for the 
next decade. Something was missing but I couldn’t help but feel maybe this was 
Vashti’s intention all along. Maybe even in moments of promise and hope, there 
is an anxiety or knowledge that this too, shall pass. A must read for any woman in 
her twenties. 

Kellie. 

THE FICTIONAL WOMAN
Tara Moss
A collection of life experiences, intense research, and 
thoroughly informed opinions are what make up Tara Moss’ first 
non-fiction book, ‘The Fictional Woman’. Throughout her writing 
career, Moss has been overlooked and disregarded because, 
put simply, she is a beautiful woman who was once a model. 

Throughout this book Moss explores female stereotypes, gender inequality, 
and the intense imbalance this creates in our society. This is an interesting and 
intelligent read, not only because Moss’ statements are so thoroughly backed 
up with reputable sources, but also because she allows elements of her own 
experience to exemplify why she has certain opinions, making  a closer and more 
emotional connection with her reader.
After reading this book, you will have no doubt in  your mind that physical 
appearance has absolutely no bearing on how intelligent a person is, and hopefully 
a better understanding of the issues we are facing in gender equality. I recommend 
this book for anyone who appreciated ‘Everyday Sexism’ by Laura Bates. 
 

Shannon.  

Reviews

TRICK OR TREAT HALLOWEEN FUN



Fiction Non-Fiction

Childrens/Teens Music/DVD

Best Sellers
1. MINECRAFT 
HANDBOOKS #1 TO 4
PB $16.99 each

2.  AGE GOOD 
FOOD GUIDE
PB $24.99

3. MY GRAMMAR AND I OR 
SHOULD THAT BE ME
PB $11.99

4.  COLEMAN
Doug Ackerly
HB $49.99

5. FABULOUS FRED
FRED COOK
Paul Amy
PB $29.99

1. RELAXATION/NATURE OR 
CLASSICAL CDS
CD $4.99

2.  CAFE DE PARIS
50 FRENCH CLASSICS
CD $9.99

3. TOP GEAR BURMA SPECIAL
DIRECTORS CUT
DVD $19.99

4. WELL I LOVE IT MACCA’S 
AUSTRALIA ALL OVER
Ian McNamara
CD $19.99

5. DAM BUSTERS
CD $19.99

1. GONE GIRL
Gillian Flynn
PB $19.99 

2. COLOURLESS 
TSUKURU TAZAKI
Haruki Murakami
PB $35.00

3. PERSONAL
Lee Child
PB $32.99

4. FOOLS ASSASSIN
Robin Hobb
PB $29.99

5. THE ROSIE PROJECT
Graeme Simsion
PB $29.99

1.  52 STOREY TREEHOUSE
Andy Griffiths
PB $12.99

2.   MAZE RUNNER #1
James Dashner
PB $16.99

3. SKULDUGGERY 
PLEASANT #9
Derek Landy
PB $24.99

4. IF I STAY
Gayle Forman
PB $19.99

5. GIVER
Lois Lowry
PB $14.99

 Blind Date 
with a Book

NOW ALSO FOR 
YOUNG ADULT TITLES

hand picked with love by Robinsons

with a book
blind date cards13.indd   1

12/3/2013   3:26:21 PM

NEW CHEF
NOW BAKING
 WITH LOVE 

Lots of NEW fresh baked 
treats are available in our 

Frankston Cafe

Try Donna Hay’s recipe for 
Choc Chip Cookies

Sample scones like your 
grandmother made 

and lots of mouthwatering 
lunches prepared fresh



Fiction
SAVING GRACE
Jane Green
PB $29.99
When Ted’s trusted, faithful, loyal 
assistant of the past fifteen years 
becomes sick and has to leave, 
the couple advertise for someone 
new, spread the word that they are 

looking, and as soon as Beth walks in for an interview, 
they know she is perfect. Within weeks Beth isn’t just 
indispensable, she’s soon part of the family. 

SOME LUCK 
Jane Smiley
PB $29.99
We meet Rosanna and Walter 
and their curious, brilliant newborn 
Frank. Soon the family grows to 
five children, all wildly different yet 
remarkable, with such potential to 

mark history in their own ways. Yet as time passes, as 
it must, some thrive as others fall victim to flaws and 
fate. 

DESERT GOD
Wilbur Smith
HB $39.99
Across the lush plains of Egypt, 
Taita, a freed eunuch slave, wears 
his authority lightly. He is the 
close advisor to the Pharaoh. The 
kingdom is not at peace. They 

have been fighting Southern Egypt’s constant and 
historic enemy, the Hyksos people in the north, since 
time began. To finally crush them, the Pharaoh must 
turn to his most trusted friend. 

THE STORY HOUR
Thrity Umrigar
PB $27.99
As a dedicated and seasoned 
practitioner, psychologist Maggie 
prides herself on her ability to 
remain professionally detached 
from her patients. But when a 

young Indian woman ends up at her hospital after a 
suicide attempt, Maggie finds herself ignoring all the 
rules. 

I CAN’T BEGIN TO TELL YOU
Elizabeth Buchan
PB $29.99
Denmark, 1940. War has come and 
everyone must choose a side. For 
British-born Kay Eberstern, living on 
her husband Bror’s country estate, 

the Nazi invasion and occupation of her adopted 
country is a time of terrible uncertainty. With Bror 
desperate to preserve the legacy of his family home, 
even if it means co-existing with the enemy, Kay 
knows she cannot do the same. 

WINDOW GODS
Sally Morrison
PB $29.99
56-year-old Isobel is an artist 
struggling to engage deeply 
with her subject matter while the 
responsibilities of womanhood tug 

her in all directions. When a lawsuit brought by her 
half sister and her husband’s cancer diagnosis collide, 
Isobel is thrown from one crisis to the next. 

GUTENBERG’S APPRENTICE
Alix Christie
PB $29.99
In the middle of the 15th century, 
scribe Peter Schoeffer is dismayed 
to be instructed by his father to 
give up his beloved profession of 
illuminating texts in Paris. Instead 

he is to travel to Mainz in Germany to be apprenticed 
to Johann Gutenberg, an entrepreneur who has 
invented a new process for producing books.

NORA WEBSTER
Colm Toibin
PB $29.99
It is the late 1960s in Ireland. Nora 
Webster is living in a small town, 
looking after her four children, 
trying to rebuild her life after the 
death of her husband. Slowly, 

through the gift of music and the power of friendship, 
she finds a glimmer of hope and a way of starting 
again.

ISLAND OF A THOUSAND 
MIRRORS
Nayomi Munaweera
PB $29.99
In Colombo, Yasodhara lives a full 
life with her Sinhala family - rich in 
love and with everything she could 
ask for - though shaped subtly by 

social hierarchies, her parents’ ambitions, and the 
differences between the Tamil and Sinhala people. All 
is well until the family’s serene existence is shattered 
by the outbreak of violence. 

HALF THE WORLD IN 
WINTER
Maggie Joel
PB $29.99 
It is London, 1880, and Lucas 
Jarmyn struggles to make sense of 
the death of his beloved youngest 
daughter; his wife, Aurora, seeks 

solace in rigid social routines; and eighteen-year-old 
Dinah looks for fulfilment in unusual places. Only the 
housekeeper, the estimable Mrs Logan, seems able 
to carry on. 

THE HUNTER
Tony Park
PB $29.99
Safari guide and private 
investigator Hudson Brand hunts 
people, not animals. He’s on 
the trail of Linley Brown who’s 
been named as the beneficiary 
of a life insurance policy. South 

African detective Sannie van Rensburg is also looking 
for Linley, as well as a serial killer who has been 
murdering prostitutes on Sannie’s watch. 

THE SURFACING
Cormac James
PB $29.99
Morgan is second-in-command 
of the brig Impetus, dispatched 
in 1852 to the Arctic in search of 
Franklin’s lost expedition. It is late 
in the year and the ice is closing 

in when Morgan, ensconced in this wholly masculine 
world, learns that the ship is carrying a stowaway—a 
woman. Pregnant with his child.

IT STARTED WITH PARIS 
Cathy Kelly
PB $29.99
At the top of the Eiffel Tower, 
a young man proposes to his 
girlfriend, cheered on by delighted 
tourists. In that second, everything 
changes, not just for the happy 

couple, but for the family and friends awaiting their 
return in Bridgeport, Ireland.

WARS OF THE ROSES 
TRINITY #2
Conn Iggulden
PB $32.99
King Henry VI has remained all but 
exiled in Windsor Castle, struck 
down by his illness for over a year. 
But when the King unexpectedly 

recovers his senses and returns to London to reclaim 
his throne, the balance of power is once again thrown 
into turmoil.

General Fiction
THE ROSIE EFFECT
Graeme Simsion
PB $29.99
The Wife Project is complete, 
and Don and Rosie are happily 
married and living in New York. 
But they’re about to face a new 
challenge. Rosie is pregnant.

Don sets about learning the protocols of becoming 
a father, but his unusual research style gets him into 
trouble with the law. 

GRAY MOUNTAIN
John Grisham
HB $39.99
Samantha Kofer is an unpaid 
intern in a legal aid clinic. When 
Lehman Brothers collapsed, 
she lost her job, her security, 
her future. As she confronts real 

clients with real problems, she finds herself a world 
away from her past life of corporate fat cats and 
fatter bonuses. 

HELLO FROM THE 
GILLESPIES
Monica McInerney
PB $29.99
The Gillespies are far from the 
perfect family. Angela’s 32-year-
old twins are having career 

meltdowns. Her third daughter is badly in debt. And 
her ten-year-old son spends more time talking to his 
imaginary friend. Without Angela, the family would 
fall apart. 

THE LOVE SONG OF MISS 
QUEENIE HENNESSY 
Rachel Joyce
PB $32.99
When Queenie Hennessy 
discovers that Harold Fry is 
walking the length of England 
to save her, and all she has to 

do is wait, she is shocked. Her note had explained 
she was dying. How can she wait? A new volunteer 
at the hospice suggests that Queenie should write 
again; only this time she must tell Harold everything. 

AMNESIA
Peter Carey
PB $32.99
When Gaby Baillieux releases 
the Angel Worm into the 
computers of Australia’s prison 
system, freeing hundreds 
of asylum seekers, she sets 

off a chain reaction. These prisons are run by 
US companies, and so the doors of some 5000 
American institutions have also opened. 

US
David Nicholls
PB $29.99
Douglas Petersen understands 
his wife’s need to ‘rediscover 
herself’ now that their son 
is leaving home. He just 
thought they’d be doing their 

rediscovering together. So when Connie announces 
that she will be leaving, too, he resolves to make 
their last family holiday into the trip of a lifetime.

ROOMS
Lauren Oliver
PB $29.99
Wealthy Richard Walker has just 
died, leaving behind his country 
house full of rooms packed with 
the detritus of a lifetime. His 
estranged family have arrived for 

their inheritance. But the Walkers are not alone. 



Fiction
THE GUEST CAT
Takashi Hiraide
PB $19.99
A couple in their thirties live in a 
small rented cottage in a quiet 
part of Tokyo. They work at 
home as freelance writers. They 
no longer have very much to 

say to one another. One day a cat invites itself into 
their small kitchen. New, small joys accompany the 
cat; the days have more light and colour. But then 
something happens that will change everything.

LILA
Marilynne Robinson
PB $29.99
Lila, homeless and alone after 
years of roaming the countryside, 
steps inside a small-town Iowa 
church - the only available 
shelter from the rain and ignites 

a romance and a debate that will reshape her life. 
She becomes the wife of a minister and widower, 
John Ames, and begins a new existence.

MR MAC AND ME
Esther Freud
HB $32.99 
It is 1914, and Thomas Maggs, 
the son of the local publican, 
lives with his parents and sister 
in a village on the Suffolk coast. 
He is the youngest child, and 

the only son surviving. Life is quiet. Then one day a 
mysterious Scotsman arrives. 

MISS CARTER’S WAR 
Sheila Hancock
PB $29.99
It is 1948 and Britain is struggling 
to recover from the Second 
World War. Half French, half 
English, Marguerite Carter, 

has lost her parents and survived a terrifying war, 
working for the SOE behind enemy lines. Leaving 
her partisan lover she returns to England to be one 
of the first women to receive a degree from the 
University of Cambridge. 

THE LAST ILLUSION
Porochista Khakpour
PB $29.99
In a rural Iranian village, Zal’s 
demented mother, horrified by 
the pallor of his skin and hair, 
becomes convinced she has 
given birth to a ‘White Demon’. 

She hides him in a birdcage and there he lives for 
the next decade. Then freed from his cage and 
adopted by a behavioural analyst, Zal awakens in 
New York to the possibility of a future. 

SHOPAHOLIC TO THE 
STARS
Sophie Kinsella
PB $32.99
Becky Brandon is in Hollywood! 
It’s as if all her life has been 
leading to this moment. She’s 
hanging out with the stars. Or 

at least she will be, when she finally gets to meet 
movie superstar Sage Seymour, whom her husband 
Luke is now managing. There’s so much to see and 
do!  

NONA & ME
Clare Atkins
PB $19.99
Rosie and Nona are best friends. 
It doesn’t matter that Rosie is 
white and Nona is Aboriginal: 
their family connections tie them 
together for life. Then Nona 

moves away at the age of nine. By the time she 
returns things have changed.

DAMAGE
Felix Francis
PB $29.99
Jeff Hinkley, undercover 
investigator for the British 
Horseracing Authority, is looking 
into the shady activities of a 
racehorse trainer. But as he’s tailing 

his quarry through the Cheltenham Racing Festival, 
the last thing he expects to witness is a gruesome 
murder. 

HAVANA SLEEPING
Martin Davies
PB $29.99
Havana in the 1850s is a city as 
dangerous as it is exotic. The 
murder of a humble night watchman 
at the British Consulate seems to 
worry neither the Consul nor the 

police. But one person cared for the old man. The 
enigmatic courtesan Leonarda will not rest until she 
understands the mystery of his death. 

CRUCIFIXION CREEK THE 
BELLTREE TRILOGY #1
Barry Maitland
PB $29.99
Homicide detective Harry Belltree 
wouldn’t usually be looking too hard 
at an elderly couple’s suicide pact. 
Especially now, when his brother-in-

law Greg has just been stabbed to death. But it seems 
Greg and the old couple had ties to the same man, 
a bent moneylender with friends in high places—and 
low. 

THE GOOD LIFE
Martina Cole
PB $29.99
Cain Moran wanted Jenny Riley 
more than he had ever wanted 
anyone or anything before in his 
life. But loving Jenny Riley was the 
easy part; it was telling his wife he 

wanted a divorce that was going to be the killer. And 
he’s about to find out that when his wife Caroline said 
‘til death us do part, she meant it. 

THE BEAT GOES ON - THE 
COMPLETE REBUS STORIES
Ian Rankin
PB $29.99
All the DI John Rebus short stories 
collected together for the very 
first time. There is no detective 
like DI Rebus. Brilliant, irascible 

and endlessly frustrating to both his friends and his 
long-suffering bosses, he has made the dark places 
of Edinburgh his comfort and his home for over two 
decades. 

FALL FROM GRACE
Tim Weaver
PB $19.99
When Leonard Franks and his 
wife, Ellie, leave London for their 
dream retirement in the seclusion 
of Dartmoor, everything seems 
perfect. But then their new life is 

shattered. Leonard heads outside to fetch firewood 
from the back of the house - and never returns.

YOU
Caroline Kepnes
PB $29.99
When aspiring writer Guinevere 
Beck strides into the bookstore 
where Joe works he is instantly 
smitten. Beck is everything Joe 
has ever wanted. Soon Beck can’t 

resist her feelings for a guy who seems custom made 
for her. When a string of macabre incidents tears her 
world apart there is only one person she can turn to. 

A SUDDEN LIGHT
Garth Stein
PB $29.99
This novel centres on four 
generations of a once terribly 
wealthy and influential timber 
family who have fallen from grace; 
a mysterious yet majestic mansion, 

crumbling slowy into the bluff overlooking Puget 
Sound in Seattle.

SILENT SISTER
Diane Chamberlain
PB $29.99
Twenty-six year old Heather 
McPherson has lost everyone who 
was dear to her. Newly single and 
very much alone she returns to 
her ancestral home. Clearing out 

the family house, Heather discovers an old box of 
newspaper articles and uncovers a shocking family 
secret. 

RELUCTANTLY CHARMED
Ellie O’Neill
PB $29.99
It’s Kate McDaid’s birthday and 
she’s hoping to kickstart her rather 
stagnant love-life and career when 
she gets some very strange news. 
To her surprise, she is the sole 

benefactor of a great-great-great-great aunt. The 
will instructs that, in order to receive the inheritance, 
Kate must publish seven letters, one by one, week by 
week.

THE ASSASSINATION 
OF MARGARET 
THATCHER 
Hilary Mantel
HB $29.99
From one of Britain’s most 
accomplished, acclaimed, and 
garlanded writers, Hilary Mantel 

delivers a brilliant collection of contemporary short 
stories that demonstrate what modern England has 
become.

A HISTORY OF LONELINESS 
John Boyne
PB $32.99
Odran Yates enters Clonliffe 
Seminary in 1972 after his mother 
informs him that he has a vocation 
to the priesthood. He goes in full 
of ambition and hope, dedicated 

to his studies and keen to make friends. Forty years 
later, Odran’s devotion has been challenged by the 
revelations that have shattered the Irish people’s faith 
in the church. 

Crime/Suspense
THE DEVIL’S WORKSHOP 
Alex Grecian
PB $29.99
April, 1890. London wakes to 
the shocking news of a mass 
prison escape. Walter Day and 
the Scotland Yard Murder Squad 
now face a desperate race against 

time.

THE HANDSOME MAN’S 
DELUXE CAFE 
Alexander McCall Smith 
HB $34.99
Even the arrival of her baby can’t 
hold Mma Makutsi back from 
success in the workplace, and 
so no sooner than she becomes 

a full partner in the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency, 
she also launches a new enterprise of her own, the 
Handsome Man’s De Luxe Caf. 



Fiction
Sci Fi/Fantasy

SLIP OF THE KEYBOARD A 
COLLECTED NON FICTION
Terry Pratchett
HB $45.00
Bringing together for the first time 
the finest examples of Pratchett’s 
non fiction writing, both serious 
and surreal: from musings on 

mushrooms to what it means to be a writer.

THE SECRETS OF BLOOD 
AND BONE 
Rebecca Alexander
HB $34.99
Running from her past & hiding 
from her future, Jackdaw 
Hammond buys a new home 

in the middle of nowhere. But her fresh start is 
threatened by a wild magic similar to her own. 

COCOON #1  METAMORPHOSIS #2
BUTTERFLY #3
David Saperstien
PB $19.99 each
Antarean space travelers have returned to Earth, 
after the destruction by the impact of an asteroid. 
Before the asteroid’s impact destroyed Antares 
Quad-Three, they had cocooned and secreted a 
diplomatic army for future use on Earth. 

THE FREE
Brian Ruckley
PB $19.99
The famed Yulan is leader of 
The Free. He and his comrades 
have earned a reputation of 
mythic proportions by selling 
their martial and magical talents 

to the highest bidder. Feared and revered, they were 
once seen as a threat to the Hommetic Kingdom’s 
power - until they outlasted it in the course of a 
bloody rebellion.

ANCILLARY SWORD
Ann Leckie
PB $19.99
Breq - the soldier who used to 
be a spaceship - is serving the 
emperor she swore to destroy. 
She’s been given her own 

warship, her own crew and ordered to the only 
place in the galaxy she would have agreed to go: to 
Athoek Station, to protect the family of the lieutenant 
she murdered in cold blood. 

THE RELIC GUILD
Edward Cox
PB $29.99 
It was said the Labyrinth had 
once been the great meeting 
place, a sprawling city at the 
heart of an endless maze where 

a million humans hosted the Houses of the Aelfir. 
But when the Thaumaturgists, overlords of human 
and Aelfir alike, went to war, everything was ruined 
and the Labyrinth became an abandoned forbidden 
zone.

MITOSIS
Brandon Sanderson
HB $17.99
A short story set in the action-
packed world of Steelheart. Epics 
still plague Newcago, but the 
Reckoners have vowed to fight.

Romance
IMMORTAL
J. R. Ward
PB $29.99
The Creator invented the game. 
The stakes were nothing less than 
the immortal fate of mankind. Yet 
when fallen angel Jim Heron was 
challenged to play, he had no idea 

the voracious demon Devina would be so formidable 
an adversary.

Literary/Classics
THE COLLECTED POEMS OF 
DYLAN THOMAS
Dylan Thomas
HB $45.00
Dylan Thomas was a hugely 
colourful and iconic poet. He wrote 
well over 380 published poems 
as well as 50 journal-published 

poems, pastiches, poems from letters and radio plays. 

THE WRITING LIFE
David Malouf
HB $29.99
From Christina Stead, Les Murray 
and Patrick White to Proust, 
Shakespeare and Charlotte Bronte, 
David Malouf reads and examines 

the work of writers who have challenged, inspired and 
entertained us for generations. 

DAILY RITUALS
Mason Currey
PB $19.99
Daily Rituals examines the 
working routines of more than a 
hundred and sixty of the greatest 
philosophers, writers, composers 
and artists ever to have lived. Filled 

with fascinating insights on the mechanics of genius 
and entertaining stories of the personalities behind it.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL AND 
OTHER STORIES
Charles Dickens
PB $12.99
Stories which stress the value of 
goodwill towards those who are 
less fortunate. While providing 

serious insights into the life of the poor in the Victorian 
age, Dickens contrives to give his readers three stories 
eminently suitable for family entertainment. 

NEW CORALIE BICKFORD-SMITH DESIGNS
MADAME BOVARY
Gustave Flaubert 
THE PEARL DESIGN BY

John Steinbeck
HB $25 each
When Kino, an Indian pearl-
diver, finds ‘the pearl of the 
world’ he believes that his life 
will be magically transformed. 
Obsessed by his dreams, 
Kino is blind to the greed, fear 

and even violence the pearl arouses in him and his 
neighbours. 

GRIMM’S FAIRY TALES
The Brother’s Grimm
HB $19.99
From ‘Cinderella’ to 
‘Rumpelstiltskin’, the stories 
gathered by the Brothers Grimm 
have enchanted children and 

adults for centuries. This attractive gift edition, with 
a charming foil-stamped cover, brings together more 
than 40 of their most-loved fairy tales, all accompanied 
by the magical illustrations of Arthur Rackham, 
perhaps the finest interpreter of their work. 

J
Howard Jacobson
PB $32.99
Two people fall in love, not yet 
knowing where they have come 
from or where they are going. 
Kevern doesn’t know why his 
father always drew two fingers 

across his lips when he said a word starting with a J. 
It wasn’t then, and isn’t now, the time or place to be 
asking questions. 

WILD CARDS DEAD 
MAN’S HAND
Martin R.R George
PB $19.99
Chrysalis, the glass-skinned queen 
of the Joker underworld, has been 
found brutally murdered in her 
popular restaurant, the Crystal 

Palace. Now two men are out to find her killer 
 

MRS BRADSHAW’S 
HANDBOOK
Terry Pratchett
HB $32.99
Mrs Georgina Bradshaw’s 
invaluable guide to the destinations 
and diversions of the railway 

deserves a place in the luggage of any traveller, or 
indeed armchair traveller, upon the Disc. 

GOODHOUSE
Peyton Marshall
PB $32.99
America at the end of the 21st 
century: 17-year-old James doesn’t 
even know what his real name 
is, though he feels if someone 
uses it one day, he’ll know it’s his. 

Kindness to others is not an option at Goodhouse, a 
brutally run corrective school for boys with criminal 
genes. Awaiting him over the barbed wires of the 
school are the Zeros, a religious group who aim to rid 
the planet of impure boys like those at Goodhouse.

A VISION OF FIRE
Gillian Anderson
PB $29.99
Renowned child psychologist 
Caitlin O’Hara is a single mum 
trying to juggle her job, her son, 
and a lacklustre love life. Her world 
is suddenly upturned when Maanik, 

the daughter of India’s ambassador to the United 
Nations, starts having violent visions. 

DREAMER’S POOL
Juliet Marillier
PB $29.99
Embittered healer Blackthorn, 
wrongly condemned to death, is 
offered a lifeline by a mysterious 
stranger. In return, she must 
set aside her bid for vengeance 

against the man who destroyed all that she once 
loved. Not only that: for seven years she must agree 
to help anyone who asks for her aid. 

ABYSS BEYOND DREAMS 
THE CHRONICLE: OF THE 
FALLERS
Peter F Hamilton
PB $32.99
When images of a lost civilisation 
are ‘dreamed’ by a self-proclaimed 
prophet of the age, Nigel Sheldon, 

inventor of wormhole technology and creator of the 
Commonwealth society is suspicious. Especially as 
the dreams seem to be coming from the Void - an 
area of living space monitored and controlled because 
of its hugely destructive capabilities. 



Non Fiction
FIRST FLEET
Rob Mundle
HB $45
Rob’s First Fleet tells the extraor-
dinary story of the eighteenth 
century convoy of eleven ships that 
left England on 13 May 1787 for 

the ‘lands beyond the seas’. Aboard were seafarers, 
convicts, marines, and a few good citizens - some 
1300 in all.

MAKING OF AUSTRALIA
David Hill
PB $34.99
David Hill traces the story of our 
nation from its European begin-
nings to Federation. When James 
Cook landed on the east coast of 
Australia, the rest of the world had 

some idea of how empty, vast and wild this continent 
was, but so little was known of it that in 1788 most 
people thought it was two lands. 

WELL MAY WE SAY...THE 
SPEECHES THAT MADE 
AUSTRALIA
Sally Warhaft
PB $34.99
Memorable speeches define a 
people and a place: they define a 
nation. It is impossible to imagine 
Australia’s past without Peter 

Lalor’s rallying cry at the Eureka Stockade or Ned 
Kelly’s last words from the dock. 

True Crime
THE REAL CHOPPER: THE 
MAN BEHIND THE LEGEND 
Adam Shand
PB $32.99
Mark Brandon ‘Chopper’ Read is 
undoubtedly Australia’s best-known 
criminal. Author of many bestsell-
ing books about the underworld he 

inhabited, and subject of a smash-hit film, his story 
has become part of the country’s culture. And Read 
certainly knew how to spin a yarn.

ONCE UPON A TIME IN 
MELBOURNE
Liam Houlihan
PB $29.99
This is the story of police corruption 
for years swept under the carpet to 
avoid a Royal Commission. It is the 
story of a police force politicised to 

the point of paralysis and a witness protection program 
that buries its mistakes. 

BENT: AUSTRALIA’S 
CROOKED COPS
Susanna Lobez & 
James Morton
PB $29.99
Legal proceedings against a former 
police officer have forced parts of 
this book to be retracted. Bent law 

officers exist in every era, sabotaging the work of their 
colleagues and putting the community at risk. James 
Morton and Susanna Lobez have illustrated, in several 
Gangland books, that Australia almost certainly has 
out-ganged other countries. 

DANCING WITH A COCAINE 
COWBOY
Robyn Windshuttle
PB $32.99
When a free-spirited young woman 
from Sydney’s northern beaches 
left Australia to dance her way 

around the world, little did she know she would be 
catapulted into the middle of a European cocaine ring. 
A dancer with the Moulin Rouge, Robyn Windshuttle’s 
life changed irrevocably the moment she met Daniel.

DEEP DOWN DARK: THE 
UNTOLD STORIES OF 33 
MEN BURIED
Hector Tobar 
PB $32.99
The heart-stopping survival story 
of the 33 miners trapped half a 
mile beneath the surface for 69 

days when the San Jose Mine collapsed. More than 1 
billion viewers worldwide watched the rescue, and it is 
now being made into a major film. 

THE DANGEROUS BRIDE 
Lee Kofman
PB $29.99
Lee Kofman, rebellious daughter 
of ultra-orthodox Jews, has always 
sought her own way. True to her 
bohemian dream where love can 
coexist with sexual freedom, she 

decided to experiment with an open marriage, despite 
the fact that her previous non-monogamous relation-
ship ended in disaster. 

Military
ANZAC TREASURES
Peter Pedersen
HB $69.99
The legend and reality of ANZAC 
is encapsulated within the relics, 
photographs, artworks, documen-
tary records, personal diaries and 

letters, that are displayed to dramatic and moving 
effect in this beautifully designed and produced com-
memorative volume.

CEW BEAN WAR 
CORRESPONDENT
Ross Coulthart
HB $49.99
CEW Bean’s wartime reports 
and photographs mythologised 
the Australian soldier and helped 
spawn the notion that the Anzacs 

achieved something nation-defining on the shores 
of Gallipoli and the battlefields of western Europe. 
In his quest to get the truth, Bean often faced death 
beside the Diggers in the trenches of Gallipoli and the 
Western Front.

POST-WAR LIES
Malte Herwig
PB $32.99
A superb portrait of a torn gen-
eration: the Nazi party’s youngest 
members, those born between 
1919 and 1927, who were raised 
on an ideological diet of rac-

ism and militarism. A number of them were later to 
become leading public figures in federal Germany.

PENINSULA WAR ATLAS
Nick Lipscombe
HB $99.99
The contribution of the Span-
ish and Portuguese forces is 
frequently overlooked, but there 

were a further 25 field actions and 15 sieges in the 
Iberian peninsula as part of the savage duel between 
the French occupiers and native inhabitants. 

Historical
THE MENZIES ERA
John Howard
HB $59.99
The monumental Sir Robert 
Menzies held power for a total of 
18 years, five months and 12 days, 
making him by far the longest-
serving Australian Prime Minister. 

During his second term he dominated Australian poli-
tics like no one else has ever done before or since. 

Biography
SO ANYWAY...
John Cleese
PB $35.00 
Punctuated from time to time 
with John Cleese’s thoughts on 
topics as diverse as the nature 
of comedy, the relative merits 

of cricket and water-skiing, and the importance of 
knowing the dates of all the kings and queens of 
England, this is a masterly performance by a master 
performer. 

MORE FOOL ME 
Stephen Fry
HB $45.00
Stephen Fry invites readers to 
take a glimpse at his life story. 
It is a heady tale of the late eight-
ies and early nineties, in which 
Stephen - ever more driven to 

create, perform and entertain - burned bright and 
partied hard with a host of famous and infamous 
friends, regardless of the consequences. 

LIVING ON ICE
Torvill & Dean
PB $29.99
When Jayne Torvill and Chris-
topher Dean collapsed to the 
ice at the climax of their routine 
to Bolero in the 1984 Winter 
Olympics, the judges could find 

no fault, awarding them 12 maximum scores of 6.0, 
while 24 million viewers watching at home in Britain 
simply looked on in amazement. 

IN THE COMPANY OF 
COWARDS
Michael Mori
PB $29.99
On a beautiful, balmy evening 
in Cuba in 2007, David Hicks 
walked out of Guantanomo Bay, 
in that moment ceasing to be a 
detainee of the United States 

and regaining his rights as an Australian citizen. 
 

FLYING ON BROKEN 
WINGS
Carrie Bailee
PB $29.99
Carrie Bailee fled Canada and 
came to Australia when she was 
twenty. Once here she was as-
sisted by a number of Australian 

women, and was ultimately encouraged to apply for 
refugee status in order to stay in this country. So 
began her battle to be granted asylum in Australia. 

NOT THAT KIND OF GIRL
Lena Dunham
HB $29.99
Lena Dunham is many, many 
things. Creator, actor, producer 
and writer of the award-winning 
cult television show Girls, the 
first thing you have to know 
about Lena is that she’s unafraid 

to say exactly what she thinks.  

DICK HAMER THE LIBERAL 
LIBERAL
Tim Colebatch
HB $59.99
He was the reforming leader 
who made Victoria a leader in 
social equality, the arts, and the 
environment. He and his govern-

ment built the underground rail loop, decriminalised 
homosexuality, abolished capital punishment, and 
outlawed sexual discrimination in the workplace. 
Hamer was a different kind of politician. 



Non Fiction
Personal 
Delevelopment

ACT LIKE A SUCCESS THINK 
LIKE A SUCCESS 
Steve Harvey
PB $24.99 
Steve shows how your gift holds 
your greatest chance at success, 
and the fulfillment of your life’s 
mission and purpose. He helps you 

learn to define your gift - whether it’s being a problem 
solver, a people-connector, a whiz with numbers, or 
having an eye for colors.

JENNIFER GWYNETH 
AND ME  
Rachel Bertsche
PB $27.99
Bertsche embarks on a quest to 
emulate her Hollywood role models 
- while sticking to a budget-to see 
if they really hold the keys to hap-

piness. While trying to unlock the stars’ secrets, from 
Sarah Jessica Parker’s wardrobe to Julia Roberts’s 
sense of calm, Bertsche learns valuable lessons. A 
toned body doesn’t come easy or cheap.

Australiana
THE BUSH
Don Watson
HB $45
This is an idiosyncratic, highly origi-
nal and insightful journey through 
Australian landscape, history and 
culture. Don Watson sees the bush 
in a way that neither romanticises 
nor decries it.

Transport
WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO 
WRONG? 
Jeremy Clarkson
PB $29.99
No one writes about cars like 
Jeremy Clarkson. Armed only with 
conviction, curiosity, enthusiasm 
and a pair of stout trousers, Jeremy 

hurtles around the world in search of answers without 
forethought or fear for his own safety. 

HOW TO DRIVE
Ben Collins
PB $29.99
Former Top Gear Stig Ben Collins 
shares expert skills and wisdom re-
fined over a twenty-year career as 
one of the best drivers in the world. 

Whether you’ve been behind the wheel for the best 
part of thirty years or you bought your first L-plate ten 
seconds ago, this is the stuff your instructor missed.

BELLES AND WHISTLES 
Andrew Martin
HB $29.99
Martin’s five journeys add up to an 
idiosyncratic history of Britain’s rail-
ways, combining humour, historical 

anecdote, reportage from the present and romantic 
evocations of the past.

Travel
THE WORLD
Lonely Planet
PB  $39.99
Lonely Planet have taken the 
highlights from the world’s 
best guidebooks and put them 
together into one 960-page whop-
per to create the ultimate guide 

to Earth. This user-friendly A-Z gives a flavour of each 
country in the world.

JIMMY PAGE BY JIMMY 
PAGE
Jimmy Page
HB $65.00
The photographic autobiography 

and visual history of the world’s most iconic guitar 
player. With incredible attention to detail, Page has 
chosen hundreds of photographs representing signifi-
cant moments in his career.

PLAY ON
Mick Fleetwood
PB $32.99
In this intimate portrait of a life 
lived in music, Fleetwood vividly 
recalls his upbringing in Cornwall, 
Egypt and Norway tapping along 

to whatever song was playing on the radio.

LOVE BECOMES A 
FUNERAL PYRE
Mick Wall
PB $32.99
Think you know how Jim Morrison 
died? Think you know who wrote 
all their hits? Think you know why 
Morrison fled to Paris, never to 

return? Well now you will with this definitive biography 
of the legendary rock band and their iconic frontman 
Jim Morrison. 

WHO WE ARE
One Direction
PB $24.99
In their first in-depth autobiogra-
phy, pop sensations Niall, Zayn, 
Liam, Harry and Louis tell the 
story of their lives. From nervously 
auditioning for the X Factor and 

meeting each other for the first time, to filming their 
hit movie This is Us and releasing their bestselling 
third album, Midnight Memories, it really has been one 
incredible journey.

DANCING WITH MYSELF 
Billy Idol
PB $32.99
In this original memoir following 
Billy Idol from his childhood in 
England to his fame at the height 
of the punk-pop revolution, the 
iconic superstar tells the real 

story behind the sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll that he is 
famous for. 

Psychology
THE ART OF BELONGING
Hugh Mackay
PB $32.99
Drawing on 50 years’ experi-
ence as a social researcher, 
Mackay creates a fictional suburb, 
Southwood, and populates it with 
characters who - like most of us 

- struggle to reconcile their need to belong with their 
desire to live life on their own terms. 

New Age
POWER OF THE HEART: 
FINDING YOUR TRUE 
PURPOSE
Baptist de Pape
HB $29.99
A journey to discover the power 
of your heart that will transform 

how you think about money, health, relationships, and 
success and how you live in relation to them. You will 
discover an original and authentic power, one that is 
buried inside yourself like a hidden treasure. It is time 
to take the key and open the treasure chest inside. 

Current Affairs
WORLD ORDER
Henry Kissinger
HB $49.99
As if taking a perspective from 
far above the globe, it examines 
the great tectonic plates of 
history and the motivations of 
nations, explaining the attitudes 

that states and empires have taken to the rest of 
the world from the formation of Europe to our own 
times. 

Science
MOLECULES
Theodore Gray
HB $35.00
Gray begins with an explana-
tion of how atoms bond to form 

molecules and compounds, as well as the difference 
between organic and inorganic chemistry. He then 
goes on to explore the vast array of materials 
molecules can create.

HUMAN UNIVERSE
Andrew Cohen
HB $45.00
Human life is a staggeringly 
strange thing. On the surface 
of a ball of rock falling around a 
nuclear fireball in the blackness 

of a vacuum, the laws of nature somehow conspired 
to create a naked ape that can look up at the stars 
and wonder where it came from. In this spectacular 
new book, Professor Brian Cox will take readers out 
of this world.

Business
THE WIFE DROUGHT 
Annabel Crabb
PB $34.99
The Wife Drought is about 
women, men, family and work. 
Written in Annabel Crabb’s inimi-
table style, it’s full of candid and 
funny stories from the author’s 

work in and around politics and the media.

THE VIRGIN WAY
Richard Branson
PB $35.00
Richard shares and distils his 
secrets of leadership and suc-
cess. Featuring anecdotes from 
his own business dealings, as 
well as his observations of many 

others who have inspired him - from politicians, 
business leaders, explorers, scientists and philan-
thropists - Richard reflects on the qualities he feels 
are essential for success in today’s world. 

Music
MY BON SCOTT
Irene Thornton
PB $34.99
An intimate account of life with 
AC/DC’s Bon Scott, featuring 15 
never-before-published letters by 
Australia’s greatest frontman. 

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN 
ALBUM BY ALBUM
HB $49.99
For over forty years Bruce 
Springsteen has stood astride 
the rock ‘n’ roll stage like a 
musical colossus. This book 
examines every stage of his mu-

sical career, discussing influences, lyrics, popularity, 
politics and all other aspects of Springsteen’s music.
 



Non Fiction
Gardening

WYCHWOOD
Peter Cooper
HB $59.99
The garden at Wychwood, at the 
foot of the Great Western Tiers in 
northern Tasmania, is one of the 

world’s most magical places. Wychwood combines 
Scandinavian design sensibilities with cottage-garden 
charm and the spell-binding result has had garden 
enthusiasts beating a path to Wychwood for years. 

Photography
PHOTOGRAPHY: THE DEFINI-
TIVE VISUAL HISTORY
Tom Ang
HB $49.99
Photography is a beautiful lavishly 
illustrated reference book tracing 

the history of photography from its origins in the 1800s 
to the global phenomenon of digital photography. 
Photography celebrates the most iconic photos and 
profiles 50 of the most famous photographers of the 
past 200 years.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY BOOK 
2ND EDITION 
Ian Jeffrey
HB $75.00
An unsurpassed collection of over 
550 superb images that represent 
the world’s best photographers 

from the mid-nineteenth century to today. Arranged 
alphabetically by photographer.

50 YEARS OF WILDLIFE PHO-
TOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR
Natural History Museum 
HB $59.99
This special collection is a celebra-
tion of 50 years of the world-famous 

Wildlife Photographer of the Year competition and 
of wildlife photography itself. Featuring many of the 
greatest nature photographs of all time.

Fashion
THE DRESS 
Megan Hess
HB $29.99
Megan Hess’ fabulous illustrations 
celebrate a collection of frocks that 
take readers on a decadent romp 
through fashion history, from the 

haute to the hot. Hess has spent her career exploring 
and illustrating fashion, and though it is an ever-evolv-
ing, ever-inspiring beast, there are particular instances 
that shine on through the years.

MADEMOISELLE COCO CHA-
NEL AND THE PULSE 
OF HISTORY
Rhonda Garelick
HB $39.99
Here, with unprecedented detail 
and scope - and through fascinat-

ing, thoroughly researched portraits of Chanel’s lovers 
and friends - Rhonda Garelick shows us the Chanel 
who conquered the world.

NEW YORK IN STYLE
Janelle McCulloch
PB $39.99
After more than a decade of visiting 
New York, writer and photographer 
Janelle McCulloch has built up an 
impressive list of the most stylish 
places the city has to offer. Join her 

here as she reveals New York’s hidden treasures and 
guides travellers to the city’s fashion destinations.

 

HIGH STAKES
Paul Kennedy
PB $29.99
The story of the Waterhouse 
dynasty - from the early years of 
the colony to Bill Waterhouse’s 
introduction to the bookmaking 
world as a sixteen-year-old, work-

ing as a ‘penciller’ for his father in the late thirties. 
From that moment his future was clear. He went on to 
make money both on and off the track - and created 
headlines during the notorious Fine Cotton affair in 
the eighties.

DON BRADMAN
Roland Perry
HB $50.00
Comprehensively researched, 
compelling and immensely read-
able, Don Bradman is the story of 
how the ‘boy from Bowral’ became 
one of Australia’s most remark-

able sporting heroes, inspiring our nation during the 
dark days of the Depression, the Second World War 
and beyond with world-record breaking scores and 
sensational innings.

ADAM GILCHRIST: 
THE MAN THE CRICKETER 
THE LEGEND
Adam Gilchrist
HB $59.99
This is the most complete, intimate 
and fascinating illustrated autobi-
ography of ‘Gilly’, one of the most 

loved sportsmen of his generation. Featuring personal 
photographs, stories and precious keepsakes from 
Gilchrist’s private life and illustrious career, this book 
provides unprecedented access to Gilly, on and off 
the field.

SCREAM: THE TYSON TAPES
Jonathan Rendall
HB $29.99
Michael Gerard Tyson grew up in 
almost indescribable poverty in the 
ghettos of Brooklyn. Incarcerated 
in a young offender institution at 
the age of ten - when he was often 
mistaken for a man of twenty - 

Tyson discovered that he had extraordinary physical 
power. 

Humour
CRAP TAXIDERMY
Kat Su
HB $14.99
You won’t know whether 
to laugh or cry at these 
spectacularly bad attempts at 

taxidermy, brought to you courtesy of the hit website 
crappytaxidermy.com. 

THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
Shaun Micallef
HB $35.00 
The President’s desk - aka the 
Resolute Desk - has occupied the 
Oval Office of the White House 
for some time now. Now Shaun 

Micallef takes us inside the Oval Office, and, in a 
highly entertaining romp through American history, 
introduces us to the men who have sat at the desk. 

1,411 QI FACTS TO KNOCK 
YOU SIDEWAYS
John Mitchinson
HB $22.99
Orchids can get jetlag. Lizards 
can’t walk and breathe at the same 
time. There are 177,147 ways to 
tie a tie. Laugh yourself clever 

with this incredible collection of some of the greatest 
mini-morsels of knowledge yet prepared by the Quite 
Interesting team. 

LONELY PLANET’S BEST IN 
TRAVEL 2015
Lonely Planet
PB $24.99 
Drawing on the knowledge, 
passion and miles travelled by 
Lonely Planet’s staff, authors and 
online community, we present a 

year’s worth of travel inspiration to take you out of 
the ordinary and into some unforgettable experi-
ences.  

BERLIN NOW
Peter Schneider
PB $29.99
Over the last five decades, no 
other city has changed more 
than Berlin: divided in 1961, 
reunited in 1989, it has become 
Europe’s most vibrant melting-

pot of artists, immigrants and entrepreneurs.  

DRIVING HOLIDAYS 
AROUND AUSTRALIA 
Lee Atkinson 
PB $39.99
Lee Atkinson selects 40 of the 
top road trips and gives detailed 
touring information for each trail, 

including information on the best time to travel, 
attractions in towns, national parks, food and ac-
commodation listings, maps and a ‘kids spot’ for 
family road trippers. 

Pets
UNDERWATER PUPPIES 
Seth Casteel
HB $29.99
The world fell in love with 
swimming canines in 
Seth Casteel’s first book, 

Underwater Dogs. Now, in more than 80 previously 
unpublished portraits of underwater puppies, we 
see man’s best friends at their most playful and 
exuberant.

HARLOW & SAGE 
Brittni Vega
HB $19.99
Once upon a time, Harlow’s best 
friend was her older sister, Sage, 
a thoughtful and loving miniature 

Dachshund. Harlow and Sage had a shared love 
for many things. They played together, cuddled 
together, and shared their deepest secrets, until 
September 2013, when, sadly, it was Sage’s time to 
retire to the doggie palace in the sky. 

THE LIFE AND LOVE 
OF DOGS
Lewis Blackwell
HB $59.99
An insightful collection of images 

by acclaimed photographers from around the world. 
A textual exploration of our unique relationship with 
dogs - including a surprising analysis of the qualities 
that make a dog attractive in our eyes, a detailed 
look at how the breeds we see today are a product 
of our own needs and desires, and more.

Sport
LENNY
Lenny Hayes
HB $39.99
Lenny takes us behind the 
scenes and into the locker rooms 
at St Kilda Football Club, a club 
that has seen it’s fair share of 
dramas and sensations, and 

what emerges is a moving story of a truly great 
professional and his long, outstanding career. 



Non Fiction
UTTERLY DELICIOUS 
SIMPLE FOOD
Belinda Jeffery
HB $49.99
Belinda Jeffery’s instinctive cooking 
style responds to the seasons. With 
this in mind she has divided her 

latest cookbook into recipes to suit the time of year. 

HISTORIC HESTON
Heston Blumenthal
HB $79.99
British gastronomy has a grand old 
tradition that has been lost over 
time. Now their most inventive chef 
is out to reclaim it. Heston Blumen-
thal, whose name is synonymous 
with cutting-edge cuisine, still finds 

his greatest source of inspiration in the unique and 
delicious food that their sceptered isle once produced. 
This has been the secret to his success at world-
famous restaurants, where a contrast between old and 
new, modern and historic, is key.

THE REAL FOOD OF CHINA 
A Suvalko
HB $69.99
There is a growing global ap-
preciation for regional Chinese fare 
- but it is mostly unrepresented in 
Chinese restaurants. Kitchen and 

Suvalko strove to capture the essence of the simple 
home cooking and explore the variation in cuisine 
among the different regions. 

SEPIA
Martin Benn
HB $75.00
Renowned chef Martin Benn takes 
the reader on a culinary journey 
through 60 of his exciting dishes. 
Based around four degustation 
menus, the book highlights the 

technical mastery and sheer beauty of Martin’s food, 
with its deep connections to Japanese cuisine and 
flavours and its focus on texture and contrast.

RIVER COTTAGE LIGHT 
AND EASY
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall
HB $49.99
Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall 
delivers up wholesome delights 
with zero compromise on taste for 

all occasions - from brilliant breakfasts to goodness 
on the go, from crunchy salads to simple roasts and 
hotpots, from nutrient-packed fish dishes to lighter 
breads, baking and treats. Each recipe is dairy-free 
and wheat-free.

NEW THAI FOOD
Martin Boetz
HB $39.99
The definitive new guide on Thai 
food for home cooking, New Thai 
Food celebrates the delicious and 
unique cuisine with a focus on the 
essential balance between the 

sweet and sour, salty and bitter. A plethora of recipes 
await the adventurous cook: from starters to soups, 
salads, curries, seafood, meat and poultry, not to men-
tion desserts.

THE ESSENCE OF FRENCH 
COOKING 
Michel Roux
HB $59.99
Based around 100 classic recipes 
that have stood the test of time, 

this lavishly illustrated book explores the diversity of 
French cuisine, which has influenced so many other 
styles of cooking around the world over the centuries. 
From Normandy, Brittany to Alsace, France is blessed 
with a rich and varied landscape. 

Diet
THE FODMAP SOLUTION
Shasta Press
PB $16.99
FODMAPs are unhealthy foods 
containing sugars and carbo-
hydrates that are often the root 
cause of bloating, pain, and 
digestive disorders. The FODMAP 

Solution gives you a proven method for recovering 
from FODMAP foods, by showing you how limit your 
FODMAP intake.

Cooking
THE NEW EASY
Donna Hay
HB $49.99
Quick and easy tricks, tips and 
recipes for super easy, super 
delicious meals. Donna Hay is all 
about making life easier. With her 
new book, Donna is all about giv-

ing you simple, easy and no-fuss recipes.

MOVIDA SOLERA 
HB $59.99
Journey with Frank Camorra 
through sun-drenched Andalusia: 
a landscape of ancient cities, 
white villages nestled into steep 
mountains, and plains planted with 
olive groves and vineyards. Take 

in colourful spring festivals and lively markets, then 
venture into the rugged high sierras and the stone-
lined bodegas of the sherry triangle. 

ADAM’S BIG POT
Adam Liaw
PB $39.99
In his latest cookbook, Adam 
Liaw shows you how to prepare 
easy family meals and gives new 
answers for that age-old question: 
‘What’s for dinner?’ In this beauti-

fully photographed cookbook, Adam takes a practical 
and creative approach to family cooking.

COOK BOOK
Matt Preston
PB $39.99
Matt Preston’s simple, hearty 
recipes have been finding their 
way into family repertoires for 
more than a decade now. This 
latest collection brings together 

nearly 200 of his favourite dishes, from slow-cooked 
roasts and tasty braises to mouth-watering desserts 
and tea-time treats. 

THROUGH THE SEASONS 
Annabel Langbein
HB $49.99
Featuring more than 200 fabu-
lously simple recipes using fresh, 
seasonal food. In a world that 
places so many demands on our 

lives, taking a few minutes to prepare a meal and 
enjoy the ritual of eating together provides a rhythm 
to daily life and gives us a sense of belonging and 
connection to the cycles of nature. 

MATT’S KITCHEN GARDEN
Matt Moran
HB $49.99
Inspired by the market garden at 
his Sydney restaurant Chiswick, as 
well as time spent visiting produc-
ers all around Australia for his TV 

series Paddock to Plate, Matt dishes up a mouth-
watering selection of recipes with this trademark deft 
touch and winning flavour combinations. 

FOOD FASHION LOVE
Fleur Wood
HB $59.99
Tumble down the rabbit hole and 
into the wild and whimsical world 
of Fleur Wood, one of Australia’s 
leading fashion designers and 
an enthusiastic home cook. 

Discover what inspires, motivates and sustains her.

VIVIENNE WESTWOOD
Ian & Kelly Westwood 
HB $49.99
Vivienne Westwood is one of 
the icons of our age; fashion 
designer, activist, co-creator of 
punk, global brand and grand-
mother; a true living legend. 

Both her name and brand are recognised the world 
over, whilst at home in the UK she has attained 
National Treasure status as the nation’s favourite 
fearless female icon. This is her story. 

Craft
FAMOUS FROCKS: THE 
LITTLE BLACK DRESS
Dolin Bliss O’Shea
HB $45
Coco Chanel, Audrey Hepburn, 
Grace Kelly. Each of these 
women had an influential take on 
the most classic wardrobe staple 

of all: the Little Black Dress. In this chic sewing 
book, patternmaker Dolin Bliss O’Shea pulls inspira-
tion from famous LBDs throughout history.

MCCALL’S ESSENTIAL 
GUIDE TO SEWING
Brigitte Binder
PB $34.99
Whether you’re a total novice or 
practically a pro, this indispen-
sible guide from McCall’s is 
packed with instructions, tips 

and fascinating facts that every sewer needs. From 
mastering the most basic techniques to the ins and 
outs of using a sewing machine, this beautifully pre-
sented and richly illustrated book has the lowdown. 

HOW TO USE A SEWING 
MACHINE 
PB $29.99
Sewing is the perfect hobby 
- it is relaxing, creative and 
extremely useful! But sewing 
machines can seem compli-

cated. This book has everything you need to know 
to choose, use and look after your sewing machine 
with confidence.

VINTAGE MADE MODERN 
Jennifer Casa
PB $34.99
A book devoted to recycling just 
as generations before us have, 
utilizing timeworn textiles with 
histories of their own. With a little 

resourcefulness, gentle care, and some creative 
repurposing, the 35 innovative projects in this book 
breathe life back into these textiles, refresh their 
beauty, and create new memories

Design
HOME STYLE BY CITY 
Ida Magntorn
BA $29.99
Explore the world’s most stylish 
and eclectic residences in this 
inspired armchair decor guide. 

captuing the essence of five design-forward cities, 
featuring gorgeously decorated homes from each 
that reflect local style and inspire internationally. 



Childrens
ON A SMALL ISLAND
Kyle Hughes-Odgers
HB $24.99
On a small island, in a gigantic 
sea, lives Ari. Ari longs for the 
large ships to stop at his island, 
he longs to see remarkable things 
and to have interesting friends. On 

a small island, in a gigantic sea, Ari has an idea. A 
dazzling idea. An irresistible idea ...

MR MO
Roger Hargreaves
HB $4.99
Mr. Mo is one of the nicest and 
most helpful residents in all of 
Dillydale. Then one day, he visits 
the barber for his regular snip, 

and falls fast asleep in the chair. When he wakes he 
discovers his mo is long gone – and so too are his 
manners. All of Dillydale is thrown off kilter, but as Mr 
Mo’s moustache starts to grow back, the balance is 
restored.

THE LAST KING OF 
ANGKOR WAT 
Graeme Base
HB $26.99
 Among the ruins of beautiful 
Angkor Wat, Tiger, Monkey, Water 
Buffalo and Gecko argue over who 

would make the greatest king. They decide to race 
to the top of the hill, each hoping to prove they are 
most worthy. But along the way their strengths and 
weaknesses are revealed. Will any of them be good 
enough to be King?

SALLY SNICKERS’ KNICKERS
Lynn Ward
HB $24.99
There’s something very special 
about little Sally Snickers, for Sally 
never wears a hat, she’d rather 
wear her knickers!

THE WILD ONE 
Marsciullo & Hartnett
PB $24.99
Charlie met the wild one when he 
was young. Together they caught 
tadpoles, and watched spiders 
weaving webs. But as the sun rose 

and fell, and the moon circled the world, Charlie forgot 
the wild one’s magic - until it was almost too late to 
remember.

NONI THE PONY GOES TO 
THE BEACH
Alison Lester
HB $24.99
Noni the Pony is friendly and 
funny. She loves going down to the 

beach when it’s sunny. With her two very best friends 
Dave Dog and Coco the Cat, and the cows from next 
door, it’s going to be a wonderful day.

SYLVIA
Christine Sharp
HB $24.99
Oh, Simon Green, how I pine for 
your parsley leaves and fresh 
young peas. Your spinach and 
your strawberries are so scrump-

tious. Sylvia Snail is in love with Simon Green and his 
luscious lettuce, choice cucumbers and buttery beans. 
But Sylvia is just a small snail in a gigantic garden, so 
how can she get him to notice her?
 

THE WOMBATS AT THE ZOO
Roland Harvey
HB $24.99
The Wombats and their teachers, 
Ms Annabel and Mrs Nott, are off to 
the zoo. Audrey bonds with bilbies, 

Alecia is on safari, Hughie wants to race a camel. 
Freddie explores underwater with his magic eye, 
Horrie is shocked by snakes, and Ima plays harmonica 
with a crocodile. Ava whistles to the wild dogs, Naucia 
wants to take a meerkat home. By the end of the day, 
the Wombats don’t want to leave. Can you help Mrs 
Nott find out where they all went?

ONCE UPON AN ALPHABET
Oliver Jeffers
HB $29.99
The letters of our alphabet work 
tirelessly to make words that in turn 
make stories, but what if there was 
a story FOR each of the letters in-
stead? Turn the pages of this exqui-

site book to find out... Here you will discover twenty-six 
short stories introducing a host of new characters (plus 
the occasional familiar face). 

THE CROCODILE 
UNDER THE BED
Judith Kerr
HB $24.99
Once there was a little boy called 
Matty, and he was very sad...From 
the creator of the iconic picture 
books The Tiger Who Came to Tea 

and Mog the Forgetful Cat, comes a brand new story 
about joy, parties and crocodiles!

THE QUEEN’S HAT
Steve Antony
PB $14.99
 Once there was a little boy called 
Matty, and he was very sad. Matty 
is sick, and very sad because he’s 
too sick to go to the Queen’s 
birthday party! But when he gets an 

unexpected visitor, it seems that Matty might not miss 
out after all... 

A BEAN A STALK AND 
A BOY NAMED JACK
William Joyce
PB $14.99
You might think you know the story 
of Jack and the Beanstalk, but you 
might want to think again. In this 

fairy tale with a twist, it hasn’t rained in days and the 
king has dictated that something must be done - his 
royal pinky is getting stinky! With a little magic from a 
wizard, young Jack, paired with his pea pod pal, will 
find a GIANT reason as to why there’s no water left 
in the kingdom...and prove that size doesn’t prevent 
anyone from doing something BIG.

IN THE LION 
James Foley
PB $16.99
In the city there’s a zoo. And in the 
zoo there’s a lion. And in the lion 
there’s... A playful picture book in 
need of a hero.

WOMBAT WENT A’ SURFING 
Lachlan Creagh
PB $14.99
Wombat and his mates are heading 
to the beach for a summer holiday! 
Croc’s cousin Salty wants to teach 

them all to surf but wombat is scared. What if he gets 
wiped out? What will it take for Wombat to overcome 
his fears and discover just how much fun surfing can 
be? Maybe just a little help from his friends... 

Pre School
GRUG THE SUPERHERO 
Ted Prior
PB $4.99
One morning, Grug wakes 
up and decides to become a 
superhero. Wearing a cape and 

a mask, and a sword made from sticks, Grug and 
Cara, his best friend, transform the Grugmobile into 
the Zoom Zoom Car and head off to save someone. 

MAISY’S CASTLE: A POP-
UP-AND-PLAY BOOK
Lucy Cousins
HB $24.99
Go medieval with Maisy and her 
friends! Join them for jousting 
and archery, before riding into 

the castle courtyard to discover the mighty dragon! 
Let your imagination go wild.

MY FIRST KEYBOARD 
BOOK
Sam Taplin
BB $14.99
Learn to play simple, well-known 
tunes on the sturdy keyboard 

attached to the book. Each note is represented with 
a different colour, which corresponds to the same 
colour on the keys, making this accessible even to 
very young children. Tunes include Twinkle Twinkle 
Little Star. A brilliant introduction to music for little 
children.

PLAYTOWN A LIFT-THE-
FLAP BOOK
BB $8.99
Get ready for a busy day in Play-
town! The people of Playtown 
are out and about at the shops, 

the park, the airport and more in this highly detailed 
lift-the-flap board book. Each of the busy scenes 
is packed with people to meet and things to look 
for and find, as well as lots of flaps to lift - over 70 
in total - which reveal fun cross-sections from the 
scenes above.

MY FIRST NURSERY 
RHYMES BOARD BOOK 
COLLECTION
Tony Ross
BB $19.99

Four Nursery Rhyme board books in one handy 
package! Action Rhymes, Animal Rhymes, Bedtime 
Rhymes and Playtime Rhymes. Shrinkwrapped in 
an attractive card wrapper to make a gorgeous gift 
for a young baby and an essential addition to every 
playgroup and nursery school’s book shelves.

COUNTING AUSSIE ANI-
MALS IN MY BACKYARD
Bronwyn Houston
HB $19.99 
Bronwyn Houston makes 
counting to 10 so much fun! Her 
textured and vivid illustrations 
bring a tropical Australian garden 

to life, with a touch of humour thrown in. From 
kookaburras laughing on a fence to bull ants march-
ing through the dirt … find out what these Australian 
animals get up to in Bronwyn’s backyard.

GRUFFALO AND THE 
GRUFFALO’S CHILD GIFT 
SLIPCASE 
Julia Donaldson
BB $44.99
This specially designed slipcase 
is covered in shiny foil and 

features stunning new silhouette artwork from Axel 
Scheffler. Inside are two high quality hardback 
editions of the classic stories, The Gruffalo and The 
Gruffalo’s Child. 



Childrens
LEGO NINJAGO THE 
VISUAL DICTIONARY
HB $29.99
Explore dramatic story lines from 
LEGO Ninjago episodes and mov-
ies. Discover everything there is 
to know about the LEGO Ninjago 

universe with this bright, colourful and comprehensive 
guide. Comes with a limited edition minifigure! 

LEGO  THE OFFICIAL 
ANNUAL 2015
HB $16.99
Packed with puzzles, activities, 
super stories and much more, this 
LEGO annual is perfect for fans.

Kids Classics

ONCE UPON A TIMELESS TALES SERIES
HENNY PENNY, THREE BILLY GOATS GRUFF,
GOLDILOCKS & THE THREE BEARS,
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD, UGLY DUCKLING 
& PUSS IN BOOTS
$12.99 each
These favourite tales will have pride of place on every 
child’s bookshelf.

THE SPECTACULAR TALE OF 
PETER RABBIT 
Emma Thompson
HB $24.99
Peter Rabbit and Benjamin were 
forbidden to attend the fun-fair. But 
even the best-behaved rabbit can’t 
keep away from a fun-fair.

Kids Fiction
BLOOD OF OLYMPUS 
Rick Riordan
PB $19.99
Though the Greek and Roman 
crew members of the Argo II have 
made progress in their many 
quests, they still seem no closer 
to defeating the earth mother, 

Gaea. Her giants have risen - all of them - and they’re 
stronger than ever.

RUBY REDFORT (4) 
FEEL THE FEAR
Lauren Child
HB $19.99
Ruby Redfort: supercool secret 
agent, code-cracker and thirteen-
year-old genius. This time Ruby 

must pit her wits against a seemingly invisible foe. 
How do you set your sights on catching a light-fingered 
villain if you can’t even see him...? 
 

ALL THE WRONG 
QUESTIONS SHOULDN’T 
YOU BE IN SCHOOL?
Lemony Snicket
HB $16.99
Young apprentice Lemony Snicket 
is investigating a case of arson but 

soon finds himself enveloped in the ever-increasing 
mystery that haunts the town of Stain’d-by-the-Sea. 
Who is setting the fires? 

OUR AUSTRALIAN GIRL 
DAISY ON THE ROAD  OR 

PEARLIE’S GHOST  
Michelle Hamer & 
Lucia Masciullso
PB $14.99 each
It’s 1930, and Daisy has 
been adopted and whisked 
away to a beautiful man-
sion. She’s to be a compan-

ion to Annie, a girl with a mysterious illness. 
It’s 1942 and Darwin is under attack. While bombs 
are falling, Pearlie is doing all she can to save her 
beloved pets and help the wounded soldiers.

INSPIRATIONAL STORIES 
BOX SET LITTLE GOLDEN 
BOOKS
Various Authors
HB $29.99
This boxed set of five Little Golden 
Books doesn’t even need gift wrap! 

It includes a mix of classic and newer inspirational 
titles: My Little Golden Book About God; Prayers for 
Children; The Story of Jesus; Bible Heroes; and Bible 
Stories of Boys and Girls.

SECRET KINGDOM 
STARLIGHT ADVENTURE
Rosie Banks
PB $14.99
Ellie, Summer and Jasmine have 
been invited to a special starlight 
sleepover in the Secret Kingdom! 
They can’t wait to find out whose 

wish will be granted when the magical shooting stars 
pass over the kingdom. 

EJ12 GIRL HERO SECRET 
SPY KIT
Susannah McFarlane
HB $29.99 
Agent EJ12 takes on mean girls 
and saves the polar ice cap, 
overcomes competition nerves and 

saves the rainforest and then confronts her fear of the 
dark to save the shine energy supply. 

THE CLEO STORIES:THE 
NECKLACE & THE PRESENT
Libby Gleeson
HB $16.99
Cleo desperately wants a 
necklace. Her parents say special 
presents are only for birthdays...

but Cleo doesn’t want to wait. In the second story, it’s 
her mum’s birthday and Cleo doesn’t know what to 
give her - until she has the best idea of all.

THE NOT SO LITTLE 
PRINCESS BEST 
FRIENDS  OR 
WHAT’S MY NAME?
Wendy Finney
PB  
$12.99 each
The not-so Little 

Princess is always having to entertain new friends, but 
when Ollie turns up at the palace one day, the not so 
Little Princess realises she’s never met anyone quite 
like him before. The King and Queen realise they 
need to call the Little Princess by her real name now. 
But there’s trouble, her real name is awful.

Activities
CLEMENTINE ROSE 
BUSY DAY BOOK
Jacqueline Harvey
PB $17.99
A super fun book of activities, 
perfect for fans of the Clementine 
Rose series! Write, draw, colour, 

sticker, read and learn so much more about all of your 
favourite characters.

Television
NEW PEPPA PIG TITLES

PEPPA TALE OF LITTLE PEPPA 
HB $19.99  
PEPPA’S BALLOON ADVENTURE 
HB $14.99  
PEPPA’S SUPER NOISY SOUND BOOK 
HB $19.99  
PEPPA GOES ICE SKATING 
BB $9.99  
MARVELLOUS MAGNET BOOK 
HB $14.99 

FROZEN  CLASSIC 
STORYBOOK
HB $9.99
Frozen  Classic Storybook

Junior Fiction
BILLIE B BROWN COLLEC-

TION #1 & #2
Sally Rippin
HB $29.99 
each 
A brilliant collection of 
favourite Billie stories.

LGB THE NUTCRACKER 
Rita Balducci
HB $4.50
This lovely retelling of the 
famous ballet will be a perfect 
holiday gift for any child who 

loves the ballet, Christmas stories, and fairy tales!  

GERONIMO STILTON & 
THE KINGDOM OF 
FANTASY #6 
Geronimo Stilton
HB $19.99
I, Geronimo Stilton, was 
shocked to find myself back 

in the Kingdom of Fantasy for a sixth time. I was 
needed to fulfill the Ancient Gemstone Prophecy! 
The evil empress of the witches was after the Royal 
Sapphire. If she united it with her Royal Ruby, it 
would give her immense power. The entire Kingdom 
of Fantasy was in danger! 

CLEMENTINE ROSE AND 
THE FAMOUS FRIEND 
Jacqueline Harvey
PB $12.99
Clementine Rose is heading 
back to school, and this year 
she has a new teacher. Young 

Mr Smee is very different to Mrs Bottomley and he 
sets the class a special project. Clemmie can’t wait 
to get started! 

RAINBOW MAGIC MY BIG 
BOOK OF FAIRIES
Daisy Meadows
HB $26.99
The ultimate handbook for any 
fairy fan! Find out all there is to 
know about the Rainbow Magic 
Fairies and their friends.  



Kids Reference
OCEAN
Dan Kainen & Ca Kaufmann
HB $39.99
Ocean is like being on a dive. 
Open the book, and the reader 
is swept into the magic of an 

underwater world, face-to-face with a floating Yellow-
Banded Sweetlips; with a glow-in-the-dark Deep-Sea 
Anglerfish; with a Sea Horse swaying in balletic 
motion and with a Sand Tiger Shark gliding along the 
ocean floor.

AUSTRALIAS GREATEST 
LANDMARKS AND 
LOCATIONS
Virginia Grant
PB $24.99
From the Harbour Bridge to the 
Great Barrier Reef, Parliament 

House, the Great Ocean Road, Broken Hill and Uluru, 
this book celebrates the many diverse landmarks and 
locations that make Australia one of the most exciting 
countries on Earth. 

COLOUR ILLUSIONS
HB $29.99
Everything is not what it seems 
in Colour Illusions. From the third 
dimension to camouflage and a 
spectacular 3D rainbow - get ready 
to really open your eyes to how 

colour can bend and boggle your mind!  

THE AWESOME BOOK OF 
AWESOMENESS
Adam Frost
PB $14.99
If one vampire bit one person and 
they turned into a vampire, how 
long would it take before the whole 
world filled up with vampires? How 

much snot do you drink in a year? Pick up this book to 
fill your mind with funny, weird, random and above all, 
AWESOME facts.

Young Adult
BLACK ICE
Becca Fitzpatrick
PB $19.99
Britt Pfeiffer has never been that 
adventurous, but that’s about to 
change. Wanting to impress her 
ex-boyfriend, Britt convinces best 
friend, Korbie, to take a trekking 

trip with her. But when a freak storm leaves the girls 
stranded they seek shelter in a cabin, where they find 
two knights in shining armour. Or so they think.

HEART OF DREAD FROZEN
Michael Johnston
PB $15.99
Welcome to New Vegas, a city 
once covered in bling, now blan-
keted in ice. But some things never 
change. The diamond in the ice 
desert is still a 24-hour hedonistic 

playground and nothing keeps the crowds away 
from the casino floors, never mind the rumors about 
sinister sorcery in its shadows. 

SANDY FEET
Nikki Buick
PB $19.99
Hunter is stuck in a car with 
his family as they travel up the 
Queensland coast. It is a trip that 
his mum thinks will bring the family 
closer together. But with tension 

and secrets sizzling beneath the happy family facade, 
the road trip soon becomes Hunter’s worst nightmare. 

AFTERWORLDS #1
Scott Westerfeld
PB $19.99
Darcy has secured a publishing 
deal for her three paranormal 
books. In the story Darcy has writ-
ten, the character Lizzie survives 
a traumatic shooting event only to 

discover that she has become a phsychopomp; a spirit 
guide to the dead. With one foot in each world, Lizzie’s 
challenges are somewhat unique. 

REDEEMED
P.C & Kristin Cast
PB $24.99
Neferet has finally made herself 
known to mortals. A Dark Goddess 
is loose on Tulsa and the world. No 
single vampyre is strong enough to 
vanquish her - unless that creature 

has the power to summon the elements as well as the 
ability to wield Old Magick. Only Zoey Redbird is heir 
to such power.

CITY OF HALVES
Lucy Inglis
PB $15.99
London. Girls are disappearing. 
They’ve all got one thing in com-
mon; they just don’t know it yet. 
Sixteen-year-old Lily was meant 
to be next, but she’s saved by a 

stranger: a half-human boy with gold-flecked eyes. 
Regan is from an unseen world hidden within our own, 
where legendary creatures hide in plain sight. But now 
both worlds are under threat.

ENDGAME (1) THE CALLING
James Frey
PB $24.99
There are twelve ancient bloodlines. 
In each, a chosen warrior comes 
of age and trains for a catastrophic 
event that has not yet happened. 
But no one has had to fight yet - 

until the Calling. Now, twelve Players must set off on a 
scavenger hunt that will span the globe, all in search 
of the three ancient keys that will save not just their 
bloodline, but the world. And only one can win.

UNMARKED
Kami Garcia
PB $16.99
He is here and he could be anyone. 
Kennedy Waters lives in a world 
where vengeance spirits kill, ghosts 
keep secrets, and a demon walks 
among us - a demon she ac-

cidentally set free. Now Kennedy and the other Legion 
members have to hunt him down. 

STATE OF GRACE
Hilary Badger
PB $19.99
Nothing and no one exists beyond 
the garden where Wren and the 
others live, but that’s okay – they 
have everything they could possibly 
need right there, in paradise. If only 

Wren could stop the strange visions she’s started hav-
ing: flashes of another world, where there are people 
she doesn’t know – couldn’t possibly know – but who 
somehow feel familiar. 

THE GHOSTS OF HEAVEN
Marcus Sedgwick
HB $22.99
The spiral has existed as long as 
time has existed. It’s there when 
a girl walks through the forest, the 
moist green air clinging to her skin. 
There centuries later in a pleasant 

green dale, hiding the treacherous waters of Golden 
Beck that take Anna, who they call a witch. There on 
the other side of the world, where a mad poet watches 
the waves and knows the horrors they hide.

RACE TO THE END 
OF THE WORLD
A. L Tait
PB $14.99 
Quinn’s older brothers may long 
for adventure, but he is content 
with a quiet life on the farm. Des-
tiny, however, has other plans.  

The King is determined to create the first map of the 
world and has scoured the kingdom for boys who 
could become mapmakers. When Quinn is chosen 
for the King’s training school, he’s amazed.

AWFUL AUNTIE
David Walliams
PB $19.99
Stella Saxby is the sole heir 
to Saxby Hall. But awful Aunt 
Alberta and her giant owl will 
stop at nothing to get it from her. 
Luckily Stella has a secret - and 

slightly spooky - weapon up her sleeve.

TREASURE HUNTERS 
DANGER DOWN THE NILE
James Patterson
PB $16.99
Four kids on a quest to find 
the legendary Mines of King 
Solomon… and their parents. 
Bick, Beck, Storm and Tommy 

are navigating their way down the Nile, from hot and 
dusty Cairo to deep dark jungles, past some seri-
ously bad guys along the way. They’ll need all their 
survival instincts just to make it out alive... 

DORK DIARIES 8 
ONCE UPON A DORK
Rachel Renee Russell
PB $16.99
After a bump on the head, Nikki 
has a wild dream in which she, 
her BFF’s Chloe and Zoey, her 
crush Brandon, and mean girl 

Mackenzie all end up playing the roles of some fa-
miliar classic fairy tale characters. Will Nikki’s dream 
turn into a nightmare? 

HARRY POTTER THE 
CREATURE VAULT
Jody Revenson
HB $49.99
Dementors and Goblins, Mer-
people and Chinese Fireball 

Dragons—these are just a few of the magical 
creatures and frightening monsters populating J. K. 
Rowling’s wizarding world.This beautiful coffee-table 
book offers an insightful and comprehensive look at 
the fascinating process of bringing this menagerie to 
life for the blockbuster Harry Potter film series.

Kids Diaries
DORK DIARIES OMG 
ALL ABOUT ME DI-
ARY!
Rachel Renee Russell
HB $17.99
Ever wanted your very 
own Dork Diary? Then 

look out for this special dork-tastic journal filled with 
questions from Nikki for you to answer across the 
year. Includes a squeee-worthy sticker sheet too! 

52-STOREY TREEHOUSE 
DIARY 2015
Andy Griffiths
BE $12.99
With each week of the year 
corresponding to a level of the 
treehouse (Week 1, Level 1 etc), 
this diary is guaranteed to excite 

all treehouse fans who can now explore each crazy 
layer of Andy and Terry’s treehouse as they plot 
their way through the new year. 



 
THE HOMESMAN FILM TIE-IN 
Glendon Swarthout
PB $19.99
A devastating, humane story of 
early pioneers to America’s West in 
the 1850’s. It celebrates the ones 

we hear nothing of-the brave women whose hearts 
and minds were broken by that life of bitter hardship. 

A WALK AMONG THE 
TOMBSTONES
Lawrence Block
PB $19.99
Big-time dope dealer Kenan 
Khoury is a wealthy man. One fine 

spring morning his wife Francine is kidnapped and 
a ransom is demanded. Kenan pays and his wife is 
duly returned to him-in - small pieces in the boot of an 
abandoned car. PI Matt Scudder is left to speculate on 
the motives of a very unusual kidnapper.  

THE DROP FILM TIE IN 
Dennis Lehane
PB $19.99
Following a lonely bartender 
Bob Saginowski through a cover 
scheme of funelling cash to local 
gangsters -- ‘money drops’ -- in the 
underworld of Boston bars. Under 

the heavy hand of his employer and cousin Marv, Bob 
finds himself at the centre of a robbery gone awry.

LIFE OF CRIME
Elmore Leonard
PB $19.99
Ordell Robbie and Louis Gara 
have lots in common - time in the 
same gaol, convictions for auto 
theft, and a grand plan. They’re 

going to snatch the wife of a Detroit developer and 
collect some easy ransom money. At least that’s what 
they think.

MAZE RUNNER CLASSIC 
EDITION BOXED SET
James Dashner
HB $39.99
The three books in the pulse-
pounding Maze Runner series! 

THE BOOK OF LIFE 
MOVIE NOVELIZATION
Stacia Deutsch
PB $8.99
Manolo has a simple dream: 
Become the best musician in San 
Angel and capture the heart of his 

friend, Maria. But Manolo’s father wants him to carry 
on the family tradition to become a bullfighter, and to 
make matters worse, Manolo’s best friend is in love 
with Maria, too! 

THE BOOK OF LIFE 
A HERO’S JOURNEY 
Daphne Pendergrass
PB $4.99
Manolo Sanchez comes from a 
family of champion bullfighters, but 
he would rather play music than 

fight bulls. However, his songs might not be enough 
to win the heart of the general’s daughter, Maria, over 
his best friend, a celebrated war hero.
 

THE BOOK OF LIFE 
BET ON IT
Cordelia Evans
PB $7.99
When the beloved La Muerte and 
cunning Xibalba place a bet on 

who will win Maria’s heart, it sets in motion a tale 
that’s larger than life! Meet the quirky couple in this 
retelling that includes a double-sided poster with 
scenes from the movie!

PALO ALTO
James Franco
PB $19.99
Tracing the lives of an extended 
group of teenagers as they 
experiment with vices of all 
kinds, struggle with their families 
and one another, and succumb 

to self-destructive, often heartless nihilism. Franco 
presents his characters in all their raw humanity, 
while at the same time providing insight into the 
teenage mind.

CHILD 44 FILM TIE-IN
Tom Rob Smith
PB $19.99
Moscow, 1953. Under Stalin’s 
terrifying regime families live 
in fear. When the all-powerful 
State claims there is no such 

thing as crime, who dares disagree? An ambitious 
secret police officer, Leo Demidov has spent his 
career arresting anyone who steps out of line. 
Suddenly his world is turned upside down when he 
uncovers evidence of a killer at large. 

MILLION DOLLAR ARM
J.B. Bernstein
PB $19.99
The reality show Million Dollar 
Arm brought thousands of 
contestants hoping for a shot 
at glory, but eventually they 

unearthed two candidates: Rinku and Dinesh. 
Bernstein brought them back to the US, put them 
up in his home and helped them to get used to a 
very different world, while they also worked hard 
to learn the game that was second nature to most 
American sportsmen. 

ALEXANDER & THE 
TERRIBLE HORRIBLE NO 
GOOD, VERY BAD DAY
Judith Viorst
PB $14.99
He could tell it was going to be a 

terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day. He went to 
sleep with gum in his mouth and woke up with gum 
in his hair. When he got out of bed, he tripped over 
his skateboard and by mistake dropped his sweater 
in the sink while the water was running.

HUNGER GAMES 
MOCKINGJAY FILM TIE-IN
Suzanne Collins
PB $15.99
The final book in the inter-
national bestselling Hunger 
Games series is now a feature 
film! Against all odds, Katniss 

Everdeen has survived the Hunger Games twice. 
But now that she’s made it out of the bloody arena 
alive, she’s still not safe. The Capitol is angry. The 
Capitol wants revenge.

A BRIEF GUIDE TO THE 
HUNGER GAMES
Brian J. Robb
PB  
$14.99
Robb explores the inspiration 
behind the books, the author, 
the themes and influences of 

the three books, the movie adaptations and their 
cultural impact, the books’ legacy and spin-offs. 

INSIDE TRACKS
Rick Smolan
HB $59.99
Inside Tracks is the retelling 
of Robyn Davidson’s journey 
from Alice Springs to the Indian 

Ocean, seen through the eyes of world renowned 
photographer, Rick Smolan.

COOPER BARTHOLOMEW 
IS DEAD
Rebecca James
PB $19.99
Cooper Bartholomew’s body is 
found at the foot of a cliff. Suicide.
That’s the official finding, that’s 
what everyone believes. Cooper’s 

girlfriend, Libby, has her doubts.They’d been happy, in 
love. Why would he take his own life? Libby searches 
for answers and her friends unravel a web of decep-
tion and betrayal. 

SKINK NO SURRENDER
Carl Hiaasen
PB $19.99
Typical Malley - to avoid being 
shipped off to boarding school, she 
takes off with some guy she met 
online. Poor Richard - he knows 
his cousin’s in trouble before 

she does. Wild Skink - he’s a ragged, one-eyed 
ex-governor of Florida, and enough of a renegade to 
think he can track Malley down. With Richard riding 
shotgun, the unlikely pair scour the state, undaunted 
by blinding storms, crazed pigs, flying bullets and 
giant gators.

PERFECTIONISTS
Sara Shepard
PB $16.99
In Beacon Heights High, Nolan 
Hotchkiss is king. His charm, 
wealth and good looks are decep-
tively seductive. All while Nolan 
continues to reign, unquestioned 

and undisrupted. Until now, that is. 

PANDORA JONES 
DECEPTION #2
Barry Jonsberg
PB $17.99
Pan is still struggling to distinguish 
between her dreams and reality. 
When she wakes in the Infirmary 
her mind replays the sight of Nate 

running along the shoreline. But her memories hold 
more questions than answers and she doesn’t know 
who to trust.

ALTHEA AND OLIVER 
Christina Moracho
PB $17.99
Spring 1996. Althea Carter and 
Oliver McKinley have been best 
friends since first grade, living on 
the same block in Wilmington, 
North Carolina. Now they’re 

juniors, developing romantic feelings for each other—
and then things go off the rails. 

LOCKWOOD & CO THE 
WHISPERING SKULL
Jonathan Stroud
PB $22.99
Ghosts and ghouls beware! Lon-
don’s smallest, shabbiest and most 
talented psychic detection agency 
is back. Life is never exactly 
peaceful for Lockwood & Co. Lucy 

and George are trying to solve the mystery of the 
talking skull trapped in their ghost jar, while Lockwood 
is desperate for an exciting new case. 

CLARIEL
Garth Nix
PB $22.99
Clariel is the daughter of one of 
the most notable families in the 
Old Kingdom, with blood relations 
to the Abhorsen, & the King. 
When her family moves to the 

city of Belisaere, Clariel finds herself at the centre of 
sorcery & intrigue: a plot is brewing against the old 
and withdrawn King Orrikan & her parents want to 
marry her off to a killer. 



CDs & DVDs
THE BRITISH  
DVD $29.99
Gripping drama reconstruction, the 
latest CGI, stunning cinematogra-
phy, amazing time-lapse and aerial 
footage offer a fresh take on how 
Britain took shape. 

HESTON’S GREAT 
BRITISH FOOD
DVD $34.99
In this series Heston Blumenthal 
looks at the story behind some of 
Britain’s favourite dishes looking 
for inspiration to create an amazing 

culinary salute to it’s national food treasures.

KEVIN MCCLOUD’S MAN 
MADE HOME S2  
DVD $24.99
This time he’s attempting to build 
a dwelling that’s even more ambi-
tious, even more aspirational and 
even more romantic than anything 
that’s come before - his very own 

perfect beach hut. 

NAZI COLLABORATORS
DVD $49.99
Nazi Collaborators explores the fas-
cinating and often shocking tales of 
how individuals turned against their 
nations and races to fight alongside 
the Nazis during World War 2. 

NAZI HUNTERS  
DVD $49.99
A 13 - part TV series depicting the 
relentless hunt of war criminals 
who, after committing some of the 
most atrocious crimes in history, 
have avoided retribution ... until 
now. 

DAVID ATTENBOROUGH 
BOX SET 
DVD $79.99
David Attenborough takes you 
around the planet and back in 
time in this exclusive collection of 
five fascinating and new ground-
breaking series. 

SILK SERIES 1-3 BOXSET 
DVD $89.99
Smart and thrilling legal drama 
about the lives, loves and hard 
cases facing a group of top - end 
barristers.

DAZZLE DAY
Didi and B.
CD $14.99
Didi and B. live in a mulberry tree 
and neighbouring mushroom 
house in an enchanted corner of a 
park where they play together and 

giggle a lot! 

DVD’s 
DEATH COMES TO 
PEMBERLEY
DVD $29.99
Three part period drama BBC 
production based on the PD James 
novel, which is a sequel to Pride 
and Prejudice.

DEATH COMES TO 
PEMBERLEY & PRIDE AND 
PREJUDICE BOX SET
DVD $49.99
Special double DVD gift set 
includes the timeless, remastered 
Pride and Prejudice and Death 
Comes to Pemberley.

GRACE OF MONACO 
DVD $39.99
The story of former Hollywood star 
Grace Kelly’s crisis of marriage 
and identity, during a political 
dispute between Monaco’s Prince 
Rainier III and France’s Charles de 
Gaulle.
 
FAULT IN OUR STARS 
DVD $39.99
Hazel and Gus are two extraordi-
nary teenagers who share anacer-
bic wit, a disdain for the conven-
tional, and a love that sweeps them 
and us on an unforgettable journey.

LIVING WITH THE ENEMY  
DVD $24.99
Each program deals with a single 
subject which is currently dividing 
Australian opinion and exposing 
fault lines within contemporary 
Australian society. 

MIDSOMER MURDERS 
S16 PT 2
DVD $29.99
In the villages of Midsomer there 
are strange murders to solve, new 
clues to examine and scores of 
suspects to suspect.

CD’s
COLOURS OF SPRING 
Various Artists
CD $19.99
Classical music to brighten your 
day.

FROZEN: THE SONGS
Various Artists
CD $15.99
Sing-a-long to all the songs 
from the favourite Disney movie 
Frozen. 

CLASSIC ABC TV AND 
RADIO THEMES
Various Artists
CD $19.99
Fifty of Australia’s favourite 
theme tunes from the 1940s to 
the 2000s.

PARTNERS (DELUXE)
Barbara Streisand
CD $19.99
The album features duets with 
some of music’s greatest and 
most iconic voices.

GREATEST HITS
Tom Jones
CD $24.99
Greatest Hits Rediscovered is, 
incredibly, Tom Jones eighth 
compilation to chart.

POPULAR PROBLEMS 
Leonard Cohen
CD $24.99
Leonard Cohen gets down into 
the avenues of our dreams and 
sets a new tone and speed of 
hope and despair, grief and joy. 

FAVOURITE THINGS: 
SONGS & NURSERY 
RHYMES 
Play School
CD $14.99
A collection of 32 classic songs 

and nursery rhymes sung by your favourite Play 
School presenters. 

CHEEK TO CHEEK
Tony Bennett & Lady Gaga
CD $27.99
Showing her musical pedigree 
and diversity, Lady Gaga has 
teamed up with jazz vocalist 

Tony Bennett for a collection of memorable duets.
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Manga
FAIRY TAIL 42
HIRO MASHIMA  PB $16.99

SHERLOCK BONES 7
YUMA ANDO PB $17.99

ONE PIECE (MANGA) VOL. 72  
PB $14.99

BLEACH (3-IN-1) (MANGA) VOL. 09  
PB $19.99

DRAGON BALL (3-IN-1) (MANGA) VOL. 06  
PB $19.99

POKEMON BLACK AND WHITE (MANGA) BOX 
SET 2 VOL 09  PB $44.99

TERRA FORMARS (MANGA) VOL. 02  
PB $14.99

POKEMON ADVENTURES RUBY & SAPPHIRE 
(MANGA) BOX SET PB $89.99

Graphic Novels
THE GRAVEYARD BOOK 
GRAPHIC NOVEL PART 2 
NEIL GAIMAN
PB $19.99
Volume two of the full colour graphic 
novel of The Graveyard Book.

ATTACK ON TITAN: 
BEFORE THE FALL
RYO SUZUKAZE
PB $17.99
Humanity has been devastated 
by the bizarre, giant humanoids 
known as the Titans. Little is known 

about where they came from or why they are bent on 
consuming mankind.

STORM     TIM MINCHIN 
PB $29.99
A storm is brewing in the confines 
of a London dinner party. Small talk 
quickly descends into a verbal and 
intellectual battle between science 
and belief.

THE WAY OF SHADOWS 
THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
BRENT WEEKS
HB $34.99
For Azoth, survival is precarious. 
Something you never take for 
granted. As a guild rat, he’s grown 

up in the slums and learned the hard way to judge 
people quickly - and to take risks. 

DEXTER DOWN UNDER 
JEFF LINDSAY 
HB $34.99
Dexter returns in an all-new, all-Aus-
tralian, blood-soaked adventure. 

DR. GRORDBORT PRESENTS - 
ONSLAUGHT & TRIUMPH 

GREG BROADMORE
HB $24.99 

dVds  pOp  Other  
LENA FINKLE’S MAGIC 
BARREL: A GRAPHIC NOVEL 
ANYA ULINICH PB $19.99
After her fifteen-year marriage 
ends, Lena Finkle gets an eye-open-
ing education in love, sex, and loss 

when she embarks on a string of online dates, all while 
raising her two teenage daughters. 

Graphic Art 

ILLUSTRATION SCHOOL KIT 
SACHIKO UMOTO
PH $24.99
Created by one of Japan’s most 
popular artists, this kit provides 
the instruction and tools needed 
for illustrating fun and appealing 

characters and elements that celebrate life.

LEGEND OF KORRA: THE ART 
OF THE ANIMATED SERIES  
KONIETZKO DIMARTINO 
HB $59.99
Discover never-before-seen art-
work created during development 
of Book Two: Spirits. With detailed 

captions throughout, this is an intimate look inside 
the creative process. 

THE ART OF BLUE SKY 
STUDIOS   JAKE S. FRIEDMAN 
HB $80
For the first time, this deluxe 
coffee-table book tells the remark-
able tale of Blue Sky’s success

1000 TATTOOS 
MALCOM WILLETT
HB $34.99
Offering basic instruction on 
designing a tattoo and hundreds 
of images to help you choose one 

that’s right for you. 

STAR WARS ART POSTERS 
LTD LUCASFILM HB $49.99
Star Wars has enjoyed nearly four 
decades of poster art from some 
of the most renowned artists and 
designers working in movies. 

Science Fiction
TOLKIEN ON FAIRY-STORIES 
DOUGLAS A ANDERSON 
PB $24.99
A new expanded edition of Tolkien’s 
most famous essay, which defined 
his conception of fantasy as a liter-
ary form.

ALIEN - THE ARCHIVE 
MARK SALISBURY 
HB $59.99
The first complete book of the stun-
ning artwork and photography from 
all four films. Also includes all-new 
interviews.

THE WARRIORS 
SOL YURICK PB $19.99
In the 1960s New York was a 
battlefield for the city’s numerous 
gangs as they fought over territory. 
On the 4th of July weekend the 
gangs meet to discuss how to work 

together to control the city. 

THE HITCH HIKER’S GUIDE TO 
THE GALAXY  
DOUGLAS ADAMS HB $79.99
This hardback omnibus edition 
includes all five parts of the trilogy.

Gaming
ULTIMATE UNOFFICIAL GUIDE 
TO MINECRAFT STRATEGIES 
COM INSTRUCTABLES 
PB $24.99
Expert advice and detailed instruc-
tions from some of the most skilled 

and creative Minecraft players around the world.

Movies
MOMENTS THAT MADE THE 
MOVIES
DAVID THOMSON
PB $39.99 
David Thomson re-examines a series 

of moments which readers will experience in beauti-
fully reproduced imagery from seventy-two carefully 
selected films across a hundred-year time span. 

ZOMBIES ON FILM 
OZZY INGUANZO
HB $59.99
Spanning nearly a century, the zom-
bie genre has been built by a creative 
and cultural transfer of influences 

from generation to generation of storytellers, film-
makers, and artists. 

DVDs
GODZILLA DVD $39.99

EDGE OF TOMORROW DVD $39.99  

MARVEL KNIGHTS WOLVERINE COLLECTOR’S 
SET  DVD $54.99 

MARVEL KNIGHTS ASTONISHING X-MEN 
COLLECTOR’S GIFT DVD $54.99  

REGULAR SHOW FRIGHT PACK  
DVD $19.99
 

Pop Culture
LIVING LANGUAGE DOTHRAKI: 
A CONVERSATIONAL LANGUAGE 
DAVID J. PETERSON 
PB $29.99
The 128-page coursebook features a 
step-by-step guide to pronunciation, 

basic phrases, easy-to-follow grammar explanation 
and examples.

JOKER OR BATMAN 
RULED JOURNALS
MATTHEW K MANNING 
HB $19.99 EACH
 

ULTIMATE BOOK OF ZOMBIE 
WARFARE AND SURVIVAL 
SCOTT KENEMORE 
HB $24.99

THE VERY THIRSTY VAMPIRE 
PROF MICHAEL TEITELBAUM 
HB $18.99
As he drinks his way through a 
variety of bartenders, baristas, 

and other venders of fine beverages, he pines for 
something of more substance.

BRICK FLICKS 
WARREN ELSMORE
BE $24.99
Here is a collection of the most iconic 
film moments and characters of all 
time, expertly built from LEGO. 

tel: 03 9783 6488   
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graphic nOvels manga THE PHILOSOPHY OF 
SNOOPY 
CHARLES SCHULZ 
HB $14.99
In his inimitable style, Snoopy 
spends his days extolling the vir-
tues of dancing, hanging out with 

his best bird friend Woodstock, pursuing a full supper 
dish and giving his owner - our favourite lovable loser, 
Charlie Brown - the run-around.

THE WISDOM OF 
WOODSTOCK 
CHARLES SCHULZ 
HB $14.99
From his perch on top of Snoopy’s 
doghouse, Woodstock spends his 
days trying (and failing) to fly, fall-

ing in love with worms and striving to be an exemplary 
secretary to Snoopy.

LIFE LESSONS FROM LUCY 
CHARLES SCHULZ 
HB $14.99
In her inimitable style, Lucy spends 
her days teasing Charlie Brown, 
offering up psychiatric advice, 
giving her little brother Linus a 

hard time and relentlessly pursuing her beloved piano 
player, Schroeder.

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE 
(THE EPIC CHRONICLES)
DIK BROWNE
HB $24.99
Since his first appearance in 
1973, Hagar has appeared in 
nearly two thousand newspapers 

in fifty-eight countries. Titan continues to collect the 
strip of this legendary cartoon!

GARFIELD: LIFE IN THE FAT 
LANE     JIM DAVIS 
PB $22.99
 You’ll marvel as Garfield finds new 
ways to evade exercise and beat 
boredom. But it’s nothing that a 
few airborne sardines can’t cure, 

and feeding Odie a jar of sticky peanut butter is a sure 
way to a slobbering good time. So join Garfield and 
his friends before the food is gone and the fun slows 
down!

GARFIELD CLASSICS  VOL 22
JIM DAVIS PB $24.99
The wait is over ... Garfield is back 
in his 22nd Classic Collection, con-
taining over 270 all-time favourite 
daily strips from the following 
Garfield Pocket Books.

GILES: THE COLLECTION 
2015 PB $14.99
Perennial bestseller and a 
Christmas gift guaranteed to 
make dad and grandad chortle, 
this is a brand-new collection of 

150 Giles cartoons. A witty and clever examination of 
the vagaries and quirks of all aspects of British life, 
it confirms Giles’ reputation as the 20th Century’s 
greatest cartoonist. 

Kids
MARVEL SUPER HERO STORYBOOK LIBRARY 

HB $49.99
Discover the origin stories of 
eight Marvel Super Heroes: 
Spider-Man, Iron Man, Captain 
America, Thor, the X-Men, Wol-
verine, Hulk and the Avengers.

MARVEL 5-MINUTE 
SPIDER-MAN STORIES  
HB $19.99
Spider-Man is about to face off 
against the world’s most fearsome 
Super Villains! But can Spidey 
swing into action and save the day 

in just five minutes? The answer is YES. 

STAR WARS REBELS: 
THE VISUAL GUIDE
HB $24.99
 This guide is packed with episodes 
from the series, in-depth character 
profiles and annotated vehicle art, 
telling you everything you want to 

know about the Star Wars Rebels universe. 

SKYLANDERS TRAP TEAM 
SIGNATURE SERIES GUIDE 
BRADY GAMES
PB $24.99
Providing players in Skylands all 
the know-how to trap the villains 
including stats, attacks and 

upgrades for characters as well as a complete story 
walkthrough. 

SKYLANDERS MASK OF POW-
ER STUMP SMASH CROSSES
ONK BEAKMAN
PB $9.99
The Giggling Forest has been 
reduced to tears, the Skylanders 
have been double-crossed and Mas-
ter Eon has been kidnapped! Step 

forward Stump Smash to head into battle - against 
one seriously angry dragon!

LEGO CITY ADVENTURES IN 
LEGO CITY BOXED SET  
HB $24.99
Read eight fun, action-packed 
stories from LEGO City! Follow the 
LEGO crew on their adventures 
underground, on the rails, in the air, 

on the sea and out into space. 

FROZEN: A SISTER MORE 
LIKE ME  
FROZEN: AN 
AMAZING SNOW-
MAN PB $9.99 
EACH

MOSHI MONSTERS OFFICIAL 
ANNUAL 2015
HB $16.99
The Official Moshi Monsters 2015 
Annual is a treasure-trove of 
monsterific fun! It’s stuffed with 
puzzles, facts, makes, comics, and 

guides to Monstro City - perfect for all Moshi fans!

DISNEY STORYBOOK COLLECTIONS: 
DISNEY PIXAR           DISNEY FAIRIES
DISNEY PRINCESS        DISNEY FAIRY TALES 
HB $14.99 EACH

MY LITTLE PONY 8 BOOK 
DELUXE SLIPCASE  
$69.99
Twilight Sparkle and her best pony 
friends are ready for another eight 
delightful adventures in this deluxe 
slipcase. 

PARTY GAMES: 
FEAR STREET 
R L STINE PB $14.99
Her friends warn her not to go to 
Brendan Fear’s birthday party at 
his family’s estate on mysterious 
Fear Island. But Rachel Martin has a 

crush on Brendan and is excited to be invited. 

MEMOIRS OF A NEUROTIC 
ZOMBIE #1 
JEFF NORTON 
PB $13.99
Adam’s family gets the fright of their 
lives when he turns up at their door  
three months after his funeral. Soon 
Adam’s back at school trying to fit in 

and not draw extra attention to himself.

DISNEY VINTAGE: 
ALICE IN WONDERLAND 
HB $19.99
One summer day, while daydream-
ing through a history lesson, Alice 
spotted a fully dressed white rabbit 
hurrying past. Curious, she followed 

him - down a rabbit hole and into an enchanted world. 

PLANET TAD TIM CARVELL 
PB $9.99
Tad has an agenda: Survive seventh 
grade. He also wants to: grow a 
mustache, get girls to notice him, 
and do a kickflip on his skateboard. 
But those are not the main reasons 
he started a blog.

STAR WARS REBELS & 
STAR WARS REBELS 
(PREQUEL) 
PB  $12.99 EACH

ROLLERCOASTER RIOT: THE 
DIARY OF DENNIS 
THE MENACE
STEVEN BUTLER
PB $9.99
The World’s Biggest Rollercoaster is 
opening in Beanoland! I just need to 
win an easy-peasy competition to be 

the first Bash Street School student to ride it .

STAR WARS JEDI MASTER 
ACTIVITY TIN HB $29.99
With two cool activity books and a 
galactic poster book filled with all of 
your favourites, the Jedi Master Ac-
tivity Tin is the must-have collector’s 
item for all young Padawans!

Halloween
ANGRY BIRDS SPOOKY 
PUZZLES STICKER ACTIVITY 
BOOK PB $5.99 

MY BIG BOOK OF 
MONSTERS 
CHRISTOPHE BONCENS 
HB $19.99

 



neW releAse cOmics Marvel
MARVEL COMICS:75 YEARS 
OF COVER ART
HB $69.99
Revealing a gallery of iconic covers 
featuring all your favourite super 
heroes from Spider-Man and Iron 
Man to the Avengers. Created 
in full collaboration with Marvel 

Comics, this beautiful poster book is perfect for any 
Marvel fan.

DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE 
PB $23.99
That’s right-good crazy vs. bad 
crazy, once and for all! And you can 
bet it’s gonna be a bloody one! And 
in Superior Carnage Annual, Cletus 
Kasady is behind bars. The Carnage 
symbiote is in quarantine. But we 

all know that’s never going to last, right?

WOLVERINE VOLUME 1:
PAYBACK 
PB $24.99
After the events of “Killable,” 
Logan has something to prove. 
Before he can take on Sabretooth 
again, he’ll need to build himself 
back up, get better and stronger 
than he’s ever been.

THE PUNISHER VOLUME 1: 
BLACK AND WHITE 
NATHAN EDMONDSON 
PB $24.99
For years, the Punisher has waged 
a war on crime in New York City 
with an array of very large guns. 
Now Frank Castle is in the City of 
Angels, looking to give the devil 

his due. 

X-FORCE VOLUME 1:
DIRTY TRICKS 
PB $24.99
The United States has the Secret 
Avengers. The United Kingdom 
has MI13. And mutantkind has 
X-Force. They are mutantkind’s 
protectors, spies, assassins and 

torturers! But just what has driven each of them to 
join the most deadly incarnation of X-Force yet?

DC Comics
BATWOMAN VOL. 4:
THIS BLOOD IS THICK  
PB $24.99
After taking down Medusa, Bat-
woman expected her life to get 
easier. Not so much when caught 
in the crossfire between Batman 
and the D.E.O., Department of 

Extranormal Operations. 

BATMAN: A VISUAL HISTORY  
HB $69.99
The incredible story of Batman 
including a slipcase featuring 
specially commissioned DC comics 
artwork and original prints. Ex-
plore Batman’s fascinating story 

decade by decade, year by year, month by month. 

DC COMICS A VISUAL 
HISTORY UPDATED EDITION  
HB $59.99
For more than 70 years, DC Com-
ics has been entertaining children 
and adults alike. Here, for the first 
time, is the chronological account 

of the adventures of both the characters and the 
company that created them. 

THE BATMAN FILES 
MATTHEW MANNING
PB $55
The Batman Files is Bruce Wayne’s 
secret book that consists of 
journal entries from Batman’s war 
on crime, in-depth villain dossiers 

and other bat-computer files, faux news articles de-
scribing major events in Batman’s life, and hundreds 
of illustrations taken from the comics.

DC COMICS VILLAINS 
DANIEL WALLACE
HB $65
As any comics fan knows, a Super 
Hero is nothing without a worthy 
foe to battle. For every Batman 
there has to be a super-villain like 

The Joker, and for every Superman a Lex Luthor. This 
deluxe book celebrates nearly eighty years of compel-
lingly corrupt characters.

FOREVER EVIL: ARKHAM 
WAR
PB $29.99
Madness and mayhem hit the 
streets as both Arkham Asylum 
and Blackgate Prison unleash their 
prisoners upon the helpless citi-
zens of Gotham. And with no Dark 

Knight to protect the city, what horrors will follow? 

FOREVER EVIL A.R.G.U.S. 
PB $24.99
The villains have killed the 
Justice League and decimated 
A.R.G.U.S.’s headquarters. Only 
Steve Trevor and the surviving 
A.R.G.U.S. agents can pick up 
the pieces and save the civilian 

populace from unthinkable evil!

FOREVER EVIL ROGUES REBELLION
 PB $29.99
The Rogues - the Flash’s gallery 
of villains - call no man boss, but 
a new evil threat might not leave 
them much choice! Will they fall 
in line, or refuse and risk certain 
death? Will the Rogues be able 
to take on the Crime Syndicate 

together? 

JUSTICE LEAGUE VOL 4:THE 
GRID            PB $29.99
When the three Justice Leagues 
go to war with one another, whose 
side will everyone be on? Allies 
will be born, friends will become 
enemies and the DC Universe will 
never be the same.

JUSTICE LEAGUE VOL. 5 HB $37.99
As the Crime Syndicate hunts 
down the few heroes left foolish 
enough to challenge them - 
including Batman’s protege, Dick 
Grayson. But Owlman has other 
plans for Nightwing.

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA VOL. 2: 
SURVIVORS OF EVIL            HB $39.99

As the smoke clears from the 
Trinity War, one thing looks 
disturbingly clear, the members of 
the Justice League of America are 
dead, betrayed by one of their own. 
But as with the Trinity War, all is 
not what it seems. 

BATMAN: GORDON OF 
GOTHAM      PB $34.99
Gotham City Police Commissioner 
Jim Gordon stars in this new col-
lection of crime stories from the 
1990s that stars the colorful, 
determined cops of Batman’s 
hometown. 

INJUSTICE GODS AMONG US YEAR 2 VOL. 1
HB $37.99
The death of one of their own has 
divided Earth’s protectors as hero 
turns against hero. As Superman’s 
iron grip on the world tightens, at 
the edge of the galaxy, another 
grave threat approaches.

HARLEY QUINN VENGEANCE UNLIMITED 
PB $39.99
Harley attempts to juggle being 
a full-time psychiatrist with her 
own criminal activities. But the 
unbalanced people she has to treat 
are keeping her very busy - and 
she’s wanted for the murder of a 
police officer. 

THE WITCHER VOLUME 1 
PB $32.99
Monster hunter Geralt meets a 
widowed fisherman who’s dead 
and murderous wife resides in a 
eerie mansion known as the House 
of Glass, which seems to have 
endless rooms, nothing to fill them 
with, and horror around every 

corner.

GERRY ANDERSON:
THE COMIC COLLECTION  
HB $39.99
Discover the iconic comic strips 
that captured the thrill and 
excitement of Gerry Anderson’s 
cult TV shows. 

Comic Strips
C. MONTGOMERY BURNS’ HANDBOOK OF 

WORLD DOMINATION
MATT GROENING 
HB $24.99
Here is the opportunity of a 
lifetime - the chance to turn your 
sociopathic needs into blood-
thirsty greed! Now you can learn at 

the feet of the Master of Megalomania .

SOME COMICS 
STEPHEN COLLINS
HB $39.99
Here are Some Comics by Stephen 
Collins. Or, to be precise, a little 

over 100 comics by Stephen Collins. They constitute 
your opportunity to a) discover what plastic bags 
really think about b) learn the true identity of Kim 
Jong-Un’s life coach c) have everything ruined by the 
internet

THE GENIUS OF CHARLIE BROWN
CHARLES SCHULZ

HB $14.99
Our favourite lovable loser and 
owner of the world’s most beloved 
beagle, Snoopy, Charlie Brown 
shares his outlook on life in this 
beautifully produced gift book for 
all generations. 
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